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Abstract
We give a Las Vegas data structure which maintains a minimum spanning forest in an
n-vertex edge-weighted dynamic graph undergoing updates consisting of any mixture of edge
insertions and deletions. Each update is supported in O(n1/2−c) expected worst-case time for
some constant c > 0 and this worst-case bound holds with probability at least 1 − n−d where
d is a constant that can be made arbitrarily large. This is the first data structure achieving an
improvement over the O(
√
n) deterministic worst-case update time of Eppstein et al., a bound
that has been standing for nearly 25 years. In fact, it was previously not even known how to
maintain a spanning forest of an unweighted graph in worst-case time polynomially faster than
Θ(
√
n). Our result is achieved by first giving a reduction from fully-dynamic to decremental
minimum spanning forest preserving worst-case update time up to logarithmic factors. Then
decremental minimum spanning forest is solved using several novel techniques, one of which
involves keeping track of low-conductance cuts in a dynamic graph. An immediate corollary of
our result is the first Las Vegas data structure for fully-dynamic connectivity where each update
is handled in worst-case time polynomially faster than Θ(
√
n) w.h.p.; this data structure has
O(1) worst-case query time.
∗Department of Computer Science, University of Copenhagen, koolooz@di.ku.dk,
http://www.diku.dk/˜ koolooz/.
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1 Introduction
A minimum spanning forest (MSF) of an edge-weighted undirected graph G is a forest consisting of
MSTs of the connected components of G. Dynamic MSF is one of the most fundamental dynamic
graph problems with a history spanning more than three decades. Given a graph G with a set of
vertices and an initially empty set of edges, a data structure for this problem maintains an MSF F
under two types of updates to G, namely the insertion or the deletion of an edge in G. After each
update to G, the data structure needs to respond with the updates to F , if any.
An MSF of a graph with m edges and n vertices can be computed in O(mα(m,n)) deterministic
time [2] and in O(m) randomized expected time [13]. Hence, each update can be handled within
either of these time bounds by recomputing an MSF from scratch after each edge insertion or
deletion. By exploiting the fact that the change to the dynamic graph is small in each update,
better update time can be achieved.
The first non-trivial data structure for fully-dynamic MSF was due to Frederickson [4] who
achieved O(
√
m) deterministic worst-case update time where m is the number of edges in the
graph at the time of the update. Using the sparsification technique, Eppstein et al. [3] improved
this to O(
√
n) where n is the number of vertices.
Faster amortized update time bounds exist. Henzinger an King [8] showed how to maintain an
MSF in O(k log3 n) amortized expected update time in the restricted setting where the number of
distinct edge weights is k. The same authors later showed how to solve the general problem using
O( 3
√
n log n) amortized update time [7]. Holm et al. [9] presented a data structure for fully-dynamic
connectivity with O(log2 n) amortized update time and showed how it can easily be adapted to
handle decremental (i.e., deletions only) MSF within the same time bound. They also gave a variant
of a reduction of Henzinger and King [6] from fully-dynamic to decremental MSF and combining
these results, they obtained a data structure for fully-dynamic MSF with O(log4 n) amortized
update time. This bound was slightly improved to O(log4 n/ log log n) in [10]. A lower bound of
Ω(log n) was shown in [17] and this bound holds even for just maintaining the weight of an MSF
in a plane graph with unit weights.
1.1 Our results
In this paper, we give a fully-dynamic MSF data structure with a polynomial speed-up over the
O(
√
n) worst-case time bound of Eppstein et al. Our data structure is Las Vegas, always correctly
maintaining an MSF and achieving the polynomial speed-up w.h.p. in each update. The following
theorem states our main result.
Theorem 1. There is a Las Vegas data structure for fully-dynamic MSF which for an n-vertex
graph has an expected update time of O(n1/2−c) for some constant c > 0; in each update, this bound
holds in the worst-case with probability at least 1−n−d for a constant d that can be made arbitrarily
large.
We have not calculated the precise value of constant c but it is quite small. From a theoretical
perspective however, the O(
√
n) bound is an important barrier to break. Furthermore, a polynomial
speed-up is beyond what can be achieved using word parallelism alone unless we allow a word size
polynomial in n. Indeed, our improvement does not rely on a more powerful model of computation
than what is assumed in previous papers. To get our result, we develop several new tools some of
which we believe could be of independent interest. We sketch these tools later in this section.
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As is the case for all randomized algorithms and data structures, it is important that the random
bits used are not revealed to an adversary. It is well-known that if all edge weights in a graph are
unique, its MSF is uniquely defined. Uniqueness of edge weights can always be achieved using some
lexicographical ordering in case of ties. This way, our data structure can safely reveal the MSF
after each update without revealing any information about the random bits used.
Dynamic connectivity: An immediate corollary of our result is a fully-dynamic data structure
for maintaining a spanning forest of an unweighted graph in worst-case time O(n1/2−c) with high
probability. The previous best worst-case bound for this problem was O(
√
n) by Eppstein et
al.[3]; if word-parallelism is exploited it, a slightly better bound of O(
√
n(log log n)2/ log n) was
shown by Kejlberg-Rasmussen et al. [15]. There are Monte Carlo data structures for fully-dynamic
connectivty by Kapron et al.[11] and by Gibb et al.[5] which internally maintain a spanning forest
in polylogarithmic time per update. However, contrary to our data structure, these structures
cannot reveal the spanning forest to an adversary. Kapron et al. extend their result to maintaining
an MSF in O˜(L) time1 per update where L is the number of distinct weights. However, their data
structure can only reveal the weight of this MSF. Furthermore, if all edge weights are unique, this
bound becomes O˜(m).
From our main result, we also immediately get the first Las Vegas fully-dynamic connectivity
structure achieving w.h.p. a worst-case update time polynomially faster than
√
n, improving the
previous best Las Vegas bounds of Eppstein et al.[3] and Kejlberg-Rasmussen et al. [15]. By
maintaining the spanning forest using a standard dynamic tree data structure with polynomial
fan-out, our connectivity structure achieves constant worst-case query time.
Monte Carlo data structure: It is easy to modify our Las Vegas structure to a Monte Carlo
structure which is guaranteed to handle each update in O(n1/2−c) worst-case time. This is done
by simply terminating an update if the O(n1/2−c) time bound is exceeded by some constant factor
C. By picking C sufficiently large, we can ensure that this termination happens only with low
probability in each update. An issue here is that once the Monte Carlo structure makes an error,
subsequent updates are very likely to also maintain an incorrect MSF. This can be remedied some-
what by periodically rebuilding new MSF structures so that after a small number of updates, the
data structure again maintains a correct MSF with high probability; we omit the details as our
focus is on obtaining a Las Vegas structure.
1.2 High-level description and overview of paper
In the rest of this section, we give an overview of our data structure as well as how the paper is
organized. The description of our data structure here will not be completely accurate and we only
highlight the main ideas.
Section 2 introduces some definitions and notation that will be used throughout the paper.
Restricted Decremental MSF Structure (Section 3) In Section 3, we present a data struc-
ture for a restricted version of decremental MSF where the initial graph has max degree at most 3
and where there is a bound ∆ on the total number of edge deletions where ∆ may be smaller than
the initial number of edges.
1We use O˜, Ω˜, and Θ˜ when suppressing log n-factors.
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The data structure maintains a recursive clustering of the dynamic graph G = (V,E) where each
cluster is a subgraph of G. This clustering forms a laminar family F (w.r.t. subgraph containment)
and can be represented as a rooted tree where the root corresponds to the entire graph G; for
technical reasons, we refer to the root as a level −1-cluster and the children of an i-cluster are
referred to as level (i+1)-clusters. The decremental MSF structure of Holm et al. [9] also maintains
a recursive clustering but ours differs significantly from theirs, as will become clear.
In our recursive clustering, the vertex sets of the level 0-clusters form a partition V and w.h.p.,
each level 0-cluster is an expander graph and the number of inter-cluster edges is small. More
specifically, the expansion factor of each expander graph is of the form n−c1 and the number of
inter-cluster edges is at most n1−c2 for some small positive constants c1 and c2. Such a partition is
formed with a new algorithm that we present in Section 6.
Next, consider a list of the edges of E sorted by decreasing weight. This list is partitioned
into ℓ = mǫ sublists each of size m/ℓ for some small constant ǫ > 0. These sublists correspond to
suitable subsets E0, . . . , Eℓ−1 ordered by decreasing weight.
Each level i-cluster C contains only edges from Ei ∪ . . . ∪ Eℓ−1. To form the children of C in
F , we remove from C the edges in Ei and partition the remaining graph into expander graphs as
above; these expander graphs are then the children of C. The recursion stops when C has size
polynomially smaller than n.
Next, we form a new graph G′ from G as follows. Initially, G′ = G. For each i and for each level
i-cluster C, all the edges of C − Ei between distinct child clusters of C are added to an auxiliary
structure M′ that we describe below. In G′, their edge weights are artificially increased to a value
which is smaller than the weight of any edge of G in Ei+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Eℓ and heavier than the weight
of any edge of G in E0 ∪ . . . ∪ Ei. The edges added to M′ keep their original weights in G. An
example is shown in Figure 1.
Now, we have an auxiliary structure M′ containing a certain subset E′ of edges of G and a
recursive clustering of G′. Because of the way we defined edge weights in G′, an MSF M ′ of this
graph has the nice property that it is consistent with the recursive clustering: for any cluster C,
M ′ restricted to C is an MSF of C. This could also have been achieved if we had simply deleted
the edges from G′ whose weights were artificially increased above; however, it is important to keep
them in G′ in order to preserve the property that clusters are expander graphs.
Assuming for now that clusters do not become disconnected during updates, it follows from this
property that we can maintain M ′ by maintaining an MSF for each level independently where level
(i + 1)-clusters are regarded as vertices of the MSF at level i. The global MSF M ′ is then simply
the union of (the edges of) these MSFs. Each edge deletion in G only requires an MSF at one level
to be updated and we show that the number of edges at this level is polynomially smaller than n,
allowing us to maintain M ’ in time polynomially faster than Θ(
√
n).
We add the edges of M ′ to M′. In order to maintain an MSF M of G, we show that it can be
maintained as an MSF of the edges added to M′. This follows easily from observations similar to
those of Eppstein et al. [3] combined with the fact that any edge that was increased in G′ belongs
toM′ with its original weight. We show that the number of non-tree edges in the graph maintained
byM′ is polynomially smaller than n. M′ is an instance of a new data structure (Section 5) which
maintains an MSF of a graph in O˜(
√
h) worst-case time per update where h is an upper bound
on the number of non-tree edges ever present in the graph. Hence, maintaining M can be done in
time polynomially faster than Θ(
√
n).
The main obstacle to overcome is to handle disconnected clusters. If a level (i + 1)-cluster
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becomes disconnected, this may affect the MSF at level i and changes can propagate all the way
down to level −1 (similar to what happens in the data structure in [9]). Our analysis sketched
above then breaks down. However, this is where we exploit the fact that w.h.p., each cluster C is
initially an expander graph. This implies that, assuming the total number ∆ of edge deletions is
not too big, C can only become disconnected along a cut where one side is small.
Whenever an edge has been deleted from a cluster C, a data structure (Sections 7, 8, and 9)
is applied which “prunes” off parts of C so that w.h.p., the pruned C remains an expander graph.
Because of the property above, only small parts need to be pruned off. As we show, this can be
handled efficiently for ∆ polynomially slightly bigger than
√
n. With a reduction (Section 4) from
fully-dynamic MSF to the restricted decremental MSF problem with this value of ∆, the main
result of the paper follows.
Reduction to decremental MSF (Section 4) In Section 4, we give a reduction from fully-
dynamic MSF to a restricted version of decremental MSF where the initial n-vertex graph has
degree at most 3 and where the total number of edge deletions allowed is bounded by a parameter
∆ = ∆(n). The reduction is worst-case time-preserving, meaning roughly that if we have a data
structure for the restricted decremental MSF problem with small worst-case update time then we
also get a data structure for fully-dynamic MSF with small worst-case update time. This is not
the case for the reduction presented in [9] since it only ensures small amortized update time for the
fully-dynamic structure.
More precisely, our reduction states that if the data structure for the restricted decremental
problem has preprocessing time P (n) and worst-case update time U(n) then there is a fully-dynamic
structure with worst-case update time O˜(P (n)/∆(n) + U(n)).
To get this result, we modify the reduction of Holm et al. [9]. In their reduction, O(log n)
decremental structures (which do not have a ∆-bound on the total number of edge deletions) are
maintained. During updates, new decremental structures are added and other decremental struc-
tures are merged together. The main reason why this reduction is not worst-case time-preserving
is that a merge is done during a single update and this may take up to linear time.
We modify the reduction using a fairly standard deamortization trick of spreading the work
of merging decremental structures over multiple updates. This gives the desired worst-case time-
preserving reduction from fully-dynamic to decremental MSF. We then show how to further reduce
the problem to the restricted variant considered in Section 3.
Fully-dynamic MSF with few non-tree edges (Section 5) In Section 5, we present a fully-
dynamic MSF structure which has an update time of O˜(
√
h) where h is an upper bound on the
number of non-tree edges ever present in the graph. At a high level, this structure is similar to
that of Frederickson [4] in that it maintains a clustering of each tree of the MSF M into subtrees
of roughly the same size. However, because of the bound on the number of non-tree edges, we can
represent M in a more compact way as follows. Consider the union of all paths in M between
endpoints of non-tree edges. In this subforest M ′ of M , consider all maximal paths whose interior
vertices have degree 2. The compact representation is obtained from M ′ by replacing each such
path by a single “super edge”; see Figure 4. The compact version of M ′ only has size O(h).
The update time for Frederickson’s structure is bounded by the maximum of the number of
clusters and the size of each cluster so to get the (
√
m) bound, his structure maintains O(
√
m)
clusters each of size O(
√
m). We use essentially the same type of clustering as Frederickson but for
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the compact representation ofM , giving O(
√
h) clusters each of size O(
√
h). Using a data structure
similar to Frederickson for the compact clustering, we show that M can be maintained in O˜(
√
h)
worst-case time per update. Here we get some additional log-factors since we make use of the top
tree data structure in [1] to maintain, e.g., the compact representation of M .
Partitioning a graph into expander subgraphs (Section 6) In Section 6, we present a
near-linear time algorithm to partition the vertex set V of an n-veretx constant-degree graph such
that w.h.p., each set in this partition induces an n−c1-expander graph and the number of edges
between distinct sets is n1−c2 for suitable positive constants c1 and c2. The algorithm is a recursive
variant of the Partition algorithm of Spielman and Teng [18].
For our application of this result in Section 3, we need each expander graph H to respect a
given partition C of V , meaning that each C ∈ C is either contained in V (H) or disjoint from V (H).
Ensuring this is a main technical challenge in this section.
Decremental Maintenance of Expander Graphs (Sections 7, 8, and 9) In Section 7, we
present a decremental data structure which, given an initial expander graph H of degree at most 3
(such as one from Section 3), outputs after each update a subset of vertices such that at any point,
there exists a subsetW of the set of vertices output so far so that H[V (H)−W ] is guaranteed to be
connected; furthermore, w.h.p., the set output in each update is small. As we show, this is exactly
what is needed in Section 3 where we require clusters to be connected at all times and where the
vertices pruned off each cluster is small in each update.
This data structure relies on a procedure in Section 9 which we refer to as XPrune. It detects
low-conductance cuts in a decremental graph (which is initially an expander graph) and prunes off
the smaller side of such a cut while retaining the larger side.
XPrune uses as a subroutine the procedure Nibble of Spielman and Teng [18]. Given a starting
vertex s in a (static) graph, Nibble computes (approximate) probability distributions for a number
of steps in a random walk from s. For each step, Nibble attempts to identify a low-conductance
cut based on the probability mass currently assigned to each vertex. Spielman and Teng show that
if the graph has a low-conductance cut then Nibble will find such a cut for at least one choice of s.
In Section 9, we show how to adapt Nibble from a static to a decremental setting roughly as
follows. In the preprocessing step, Nibble is started from every vertex in the graph and if a low-
conductance cut is found, the smaller side is pruned off. Now, consider an update consisting of the
deletion of an edge e. We cannot afford to rerun Nibble from every vertex as in the preprocessing
step. Instead we show that there is only a small set of starting vertices for which Nibble will have a
different execution due to the deletion of e. We only run Nibble from starting vertices in this small
set; these vertices can easily be identified since they are exactly those for which Nibble in some
step sends a non-zero amount of probability mass along e in the graph just prior to the deletion.
Hence, we implicitly run Nibble from every starting vertex after each edge deletion so if there
is a low-conductance cut, XPrune is guaranteed to find such a cut. When the smaller side of a cut
is pruned off, a similar argument as sketched above implies that Nibble only needs to be rerun
from a small number of starting vertices on the larger side.
In order to have XPrune run fast enough, we need an additional trick which is presented in
Section 8. Here we show that w.h.p., the conductance of every cut in a given multigraph is approx-
imately preserved in a subgraph obtained by sampling each edge independently with probability p;
this assumes that p and the min degree of the original graph are not too small. This is somewhat
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similar to Karger’s result that the value of each cut is preserved in a sampled subgraph [12]. We
make use of this new result in Section 9 where we run Nibble on the sampled subgraph rather than
the full graph. Combined with the above implicit maintenance of calls to Nibble, this gives the
desired performance of XPrune.
We conclude the paper in Section 10.
2 Preliminaries
We consider only finite undirected graphs and unless otherwise stated, they are simple. An edge-
weighted graph is written on the form G = (V,E,w) where w : E → R; we sometimes simply write
G = (V,E) even if G is edge-weighted.
For a simple graph or a multigraph H, V (H) denotes its vertex set and E(H) denotes its edge
set. If H is edge-weighted, we regard any subset E of E(H) as a set of weighted edges and if the
edge weight function w : E(H) → R for H is not clear from context, we write E(w) instead of
E. We sometimes abuse notation and regard E(H) as a graph with edge set E(H) and vertex set
consisting of the endpoints of edges in E(H). When convenient, we regard the edge set of a minor
of H as a subset of E(H) in the natural way.
Given two edge-weighted graphs G1 = (V1, E1, w1) and G2 = (V2, E2, w2), we let G1∪G2 denote
the multigraph with vertex set V1 ∪ V2 and edge set E1 ∪ E2; if both E1 and E2 contain an edge
between the same vertex pair (u, v), we keep both edges in G1 ∪ G2, one having weight w1(u, v)
and the other having weight w2(u, v).
In the rest of this section, let G = (V,E,w) be an edge-weighted graph. A component of G is
a connected component of G and we sometimes regard it as a subset of V . For W ⊆ V , G[W ] is
the subgraph of G induced by W . When V is clear from context, we say that W respects another
subset C of V if either C ⊆W or C ∩W = ∅. We extend this to a collection C of subsets of V and
say that W respects C if W respects each set in C; in this case, we let C(W ) denote the collection
of sets of C that are contained in W . For a subgraph H of G, we say that H respects C resp. C if
V (H) respects C resp. C.
A cut of G or of V is a pair (V1, V2) such that V1 ∪ V2 = V and V1 ∩ V2 = ∅. When V is clear
from context, we identify a cut (V1, V2) with V1 or with V2.
For a subset S of V , denote by δG(S) the number of edges of E crossing the cut (S, V − S),
i.e., δG(S) = |E ∩ S × (V − S)|. The volume VolG(S) of S in G is the number of edges of G
incident to S. Assuming both S and V − S have positive volume in G, the conductance ΦG(S)
of S (or of (S, V − S)) is defined as ΦG(S) = δG(S)/min{VolG(S),VolG(V − S)} (this is called
sparsity in [18]). When G is clear from context, we define, for S ⊆ W ⊆ V , δW (S) = δG[W ](S),
VolW (S) = VolG[W ](S), and ΦW (S) = ΦG[W ](S). We extend the definitions in this paragraph to
multigraphs in the natural way.
Given a real value γ > 0, we say that G is a γ-expander graph and that G has expansion γ if
for every cut (S, V −S), δG(S) ≥ γmin{|S|, |V −S|}. Note that if G is connected and has constant
degree then ΦG(S) = Θ(δG(S)/min{|S|, |V − S|}) for every S /∈ {∅, V }; thus, in this special case,
G has expansion Θ(γ) iff every such cut has conductance Ω(γ).
We let MSF(G) resp. MST(G) denote an MSF resp. MST of G; in case this forest resp. tree is
not unique, we choose the MSF resp. MST that has minimum weight w.r.t. some lexicographical
ordering of edge weights. For instance, consider assigning a unique index between 1 and n to each
vertex. If two distinct edges e1 = (u1, v1) and e2 = (u2, v2) have the same weight, we regard e1 as
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being cheaper than e2 iff the index pair corresponding to (u1, v1) is lexicograpically smaller than
the index pair corresponding to (u2, v2). We extend MSF(G) and MST(G) to the case where G is
a multigraph.
The fully-dynamic MSF problem is the problem of maintaining an MSF F of an n-vertex edge-
weighted dynamic simple graph G under updates where each update is either the insertion or the
deletion of a single edge. Initially, G contains no edges.
The following is well-known and easy to show for the dynamic MSF problem. When an edge
e = (u, v) is inserted into G, e becomes a new tree edge (of F ) if it connects two distinct trees in
F . If e has both endpoints in the same tree, it becomes a tree edge if the heaviest edge f on the
u-to-v path in F has weight greater than e, and f becomes a non-tree edge; otherwise e becomes
a non-tree edge. No other changes happen to F . After such an insertion, a data structure for the
problem should report whether e becomes a tree edge and if so, it should report f if it exists.
When an edge e = (u, v) is deleted, if (u, v) is a non-tree edge, no updates occur in F . Otherwise,
F is correctly updated by adding a cheapest reconnecting edge (if any) for the two new trees of F
containing u and v, respectively. The data structure should report such an edge if it exists.
Decremental MSF is the same problem as fully-dynamic MSF except that we only permit edge
deletions; here we have an initial graph with an initial MSF and we allow a preprocessing step
(which in particular needs to compute the initial MSF). Both fully-dynamic and decremental MSF
extend to multigraphs but unless otherwise stated, we consider these problems for simple graphs.
When convenient, we identify a fully-dynamic or a decremental MSF structure with the dynamic
graph that it maintains an MSF of.
Our data structure uses the top tree structure of Alstrup et al. [1]. We assume that the reader
is familiar with this structure, including concepts like top tree clusters and top tree operations like
create, join, split, link, and cut.
We shall assume the Word-RAM model of computation with standard operations where each
word consists of Θ(log n) bits plus extra bits (if needed) to store the weight of an edge. We use
this model to get a cleaner description of our data structure; with only a logarithmic overhead, our
time bound also applies for a pointer machine having the same word size and the same operations
as in the Word-RAM model.
We use the notation Of(n)(·), Ωf(n)(·), and Θf(n)(·) when suppressing a factor of f(n)Θ(1)
or f(n)−Θ(1) so that, e.g., a function h(n) is Θf(n)(g(n)) if h(n) = O(g(n)f(n)c1) and h(n) =
Ω(g(n)f(n)−c2) for some constants c1, c2 ≥ 0.
3 Restricted Decremental MSF Structure
In this section, we present our data structure for a restricted version of decremental MSF where
for an n-vertex graph, the total number of edge deletions allowed is upper bounded by a parameter
∆ = ∆(n). The following theorem, whose proof can be found in Section 4, will imply that this
suffices to obtain our fully-dynamic MSF structure.
Theorem 2. Let a decremental MSF structure be given which for an n-vertex graph of max degree at
most 3 and for constants cP ≥ 1 and 0 < cU , c∆ < 1 has preprocessing time at most ncP and supports
up to nc∆ edge deletions each in worst-case time at most ncU . Then there is a fully-dynamic MSF
structure which for an n-vertex dynamic graph has worst-case update time O((ncU +ncP−c∆) log n).
If for the decremental structure the preprocessing time and update time bounds hold w.h.p. then
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in each update, w.h.p. the fully-dynamic structure spends no more than O((ncU + ncP−c∆) log n)
worst-case time.
We shall specify ∆ later but it will be chosen slightly bigger than
√
n. Parts of the structure
are regarded as black boxes here and will be presented in detail in later sections. We assume that
the input graph G = (V,E,w : E → R) has max degree at most 3 and we will give a data structure
with update time polynomially less than Θ(
√
n). In the following, we letM denote the decremental
MSF MSF(G) of G that our data structure should maintain.
A key invariant of our data structure is that it maintains a subgraph of G having the same MSF
as G but having polynomially less than n non-tree edges at all times. This allows us to apply the
data structure of the following theorem whose proof is delayed until Section 5.
Theorem 3. Let H = (V,EH) be a dynamic n-vertex graph undergoing insertions and deletions of
weighted edges where the initial edge set EH need not be empty and where the number of non-tree
edges never exceeds the value h. Then there is a data structure which after O(n log n + h log2 n)
worst-case preprocessing time can maintain F = MSF(H) in O(
√
h log3/2 n) worst-case time per
update where an update is either the insertion or the deletion of an edge in H or a batched insertion
of up to Θ(
√
h/ log n) edges in H, assuming this batched insertion does not change F .
The data structure in Theorem 3 is at a high level similar to those of Frederickson [4] and
Eppstein et al. [3] and for this reason, we shall refer to each instance of it as an FFE structure
(Fast Frederickson/Eppstein et al.) and denote it by FFE(H).
3.1 Preprocessing
Let ǫ < 1 be some small positive constant which will be specified later; for now, we only require it
to be chosen such that ℓ = mǫ is an integer that divides m. In the first part of the preprocessing,
we sort the weights of edges of the initial graph G in non-decreasing order and assign a rank to each
edge between 0 and m− 1 according to this order, i.e., the edge of rank 0 has minimum weight and
the edge of rank m−1 has maximum weight. We redefine w such that w(e) equals the rank of each
edge e. MSF M w.r.t. these new weights is also an MSF w.r.t. the original weights and uniqueness
of edge weights implies uniqueness of M . In particular, M does not reveal any information about
the random bits used by our data structure so we may assume that the sequence of edge deletions
in G is independent of these bits.
We compute the initial MSFM using Prim’s algorithm implemented with binary heaps.2 It will
be convenient to assume that each component of the initial graph G contains at least nǫ vertices.
This can be done w.l.o.g. since we can apply the data structure of Eppstein et al. for every other
component, requiring a worst-case update time of O(nǫ/2) which is polynomially less than
√
n.
Next, Frederickson’s FINDCLUSTERS procedure [4] is applied to M , giving a partition of V into
subsets each of size between nǫ and 3nǫ and each inducing a subtree of M ; here we use the fact
that G and hence M has degree at most 3. Let CM denote the collection of these subsets. For each
C ∈ CM , we refer to M [C] as an M -cluster. We denote by E(CM ) the union of edges of M -clusters.
For i = −1, . . . , ℓ− 1, let Ei be the set of edges of E − E(C) of weights in the range [m− (i+
1)m/ℓ,m − im/ℓ). Note that E−1 = ∅; this set is only defined to give a cleaner description of the
data structure. For i = −1, . . . , ℓ− 1, let E≥i = ∪ℓ−1j=iEj , E≤i = ∪ij=−1Ej, G≥i = (V,E≥i ∪E(CM )),
and G≤i = (V,E≤i ∪ E(CM )).
2We could have chosen the faster MSF algorithm in [2] but it is more complicated and will not improve the overall
performance of our data structure.
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Computing a laminar family of clusters: Next, a recursive procedure is executed which
outputs a family F of subgraphs of G that all respect C. We refer to these as level i-clusters
where i ∈ {−1, . . . , ℓ − 1}. Collectively (i.e., over all i), we refer to them as F-clusters in order
to distinguish them from M -clusters. Family F will be laminar w.r.t. subgraph containment. We
need the following theorem whose proof can be found in Section 6.
Theorem 4. Let H be a constant-degree graph with vertex set V and let C be a partition of V into
subsets each of size Θ(nǫ) and each inducing a connected subgraph of H. Let c > 0 and ξ > 0 be
given constants. There is an algorithm which, given H, C, and any non-empty set W ⊆ V of size
Ω(n1−ǫ) respecting C, outputs a partition X of W respecting C such that with probability at least
1− 1/nc, the following three conditions hold for suitable γ = Ω(n−2ǫ) and λ = n−ǫ/2O(1/ξ):
1. H[X] is a γ-expander graph for each X ∈ X ,
2. the number of edges of H between distinct sets of X is at most λ∑X∈X |X| log(|W |/|X|), and
3. the worst-case time for the algorithm is O˜(|W |1+5ǫ+ξ).
We shall pick ξ = ǫ in Theorem 4 in the following. We may assume that λ > n−ǫ.
The recursive procedure takes as input an integer i and a set of level i-clusters and outputs the
level j-clusters contained in these level i-clusters for j > i. The first recursive call is given as input
i = −1 and G as the single level −1-cluster.
In the general recursive step, for each level i-cluster C, the algorithm of Theorem 4 is applied
with H = G≥i+1, C = CM , and W = V (C), giving a partition X (C) of V (C) respecting CM such
that for suitable γ = Θ(n−2ǫ) and λ = n−1/2O(1/ǫ) , the following holds w.h.p.,
1. G≥i+1[X] is a γ-expander graph for each X ∈ X (C), and
2. the are at most λ
∑
X∈X (C) |X| log(|V (C)|/|X|) edges of E≥i+1 between distinct sets in X (C).
The graphs G≥i+1[X] for all X ∈ X (C) are defined to be level (i+ 1)-clusters. If i < ℓ− 1 the
procedure recurses with i+ 1 and with these level (i+ 1)-clusters. The recursion stops when level
i-cluster C has at most m1−ǫ = Θ(n1−ǫ) edges of E≥i; this ensures that the lower bound on |W | in
Theorem 4 is satisfied for each application of this theorem.
The laminar family F of all the clusters is represented as a rooted tree in the natural way where
the root is the single level −1-cluster G and a level i-cluster has as children the level (i+1)-clusters
contained in it.
For any subset F of edges of E and for any F-cluster C, we let F (C) be the subset of edges of
F belonging to C and having endpoints in distinct children of C in F ; note that F (C) = ∅ if C is
a leaf of F . We let E′ be the union of E≥i+1(C) over all i and all level i-clusters C.
Next, a new graph G′ = (V,E,w′) is formed where for each level i-cluster C the weight w′(e)
of each e ∈ E≥i+1(C) is set to m − (i + 1)m/ℓ − 12 ; note that this ensures that for all e1 ∈ E≤i
and all e2 ∈ E≥i+1, w(e1) > w′(e) > w(e2). For all other edges e of E, we define w′(e) = w(e).
An example is shown in Figure 1. Forest MSF(G′) is computed and an FFE structure M =
FFE(E′(w) ∪MSF(G′)) is initialized.
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(b)
29.5
29.5
32
29.5
33
36
29.5
35
(a)
24
17
32
5
33
36
13
35
Figure 1: (a): A level i-cluster C is shown with four level (i+1)-child clusters, for i = ℓ−4. Letting
m/ℓ = 10, we have [m− (i+1)m/ℓ,m− im/ℓ) = [30, 40). Edges of C not belonging to its children
are shown together with their w-weights where thick edges are more expensive than thin edges.
(b): The same clusters and edges but with the modified w′-weights.
3.2 Updates
We now describe how our data structure handles updates. First, we extend some of the above
definitions from the preprocessing step to any point in the sequence of updates as follows. M -
clusters are the components (trees) of the graph consisting of the initial M -clusters minus the
edges removed so far. Hence, when an edge of an M -cluster C is removed, the two new trees
obtained replace C as M -clusters. F-clusters are the initial F-clusters minus the edges deleted so
far. Note that F remains a laminar family over all updates. Finally, E′, G′, and E(CM ) are the
initial E′, G′, and E(CM ), respectively, minus the edges removed so far.
Data structureM maintains an MSF for the dynamic graph E′(w)∪MSF(G′). Lemma 2 below
implies that this MSF is M . To show it, we use the following result of Eppstein et al. [3].
Lemma 1 ([3], Lemma 4.1). Let H be an edge-weighted multigraph and let H1 and H2 be two
subgraphs of H such that H = H1 ∪H2. Then MSF(H) = MSF(H1 ∪MSF(H2)).
The result was not stated for multigraphs in [3] but immediately generalizes to these.
Lemma 2. Let H = (VH , EH , wH) be an edge-weighted graph, let E
′
H ⊆ EH , and let H ′ =
(VH , EH , w
′
H) where w
′
H(e) = wH(e) for all e ∈ EH − E′H and w′H(e) > wH(e) for all e ∈ E′H .
Then MSF(H) = MSF(E′H(wH) ∪MSF(H ′)).
Proof. By Lemma 1, we have
MSF(H) = MSF(E′H(wH) ∪H ′[EH − E′H ]) = MSF(E′H(wH) ∪H ′) = MSF(E′H(wH) ∪MSF(H ′)).
Corollary 1. With the above definitions, M = MSF(E′(w) ∪MSF(G′)).
As we show later, the number of non-tree edges of M is at all times polynomially smaller
than n. Hence, by Theorem 3, it suffices to give an efficient data structure to maintain MSF(G′).
We present this in the following. In the rest of this section, all edge weights are w.r.t. w′ unless
otherwise stated. An advantage of considering G′ rather than G is that MSF(G′) behaves nicely
w.r.t. the laminar family F as the following lemma shows.
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Lemma 3. For any F-cluster C, MSF(G′)[V (C)] = MSF(C).
Proof. Observe that E(CM ) ⊆ E(MSF(G′)). Hence, we can obtain MSF(G′) by running a Kruskal-
type algorithm on the edges of E − E(CM ) = E≥0 where the initial forest has edge set E(CM ).
Given a level i-cluster C, we have E(CM ) ∩ E(C) ⊆ E(MSF(C)). By definition of w′, all edges
of E(C) ∩ E≥i = E(C) − E(CM ) are cheaper than all other edges of E≥0 incident to C. Hence,
Kruskal’s algorithm processes all edges of E(C) − E(CM ) before any other edge of E≥0 incident
to C so it will form the spanning forest MSF(G′)[V (C)] of C as part of MSF(G′). It must be a
cheapest such spanning forest of C since otherwise, the cost of MSF(G′) could be reduced.
We now present a data structureM′ that maintains MSF(G′). At a high level, this structure is
similar to M as it makes use of an FFE structure. The edge set of M′ is maintained using smaller
dynamic structures for the various F-clusters; these structures are described below.
We say that a level i-cluster is small if initially it contained at mostm1−ǫ edges of E≥i; otherwise,
the cluster is large. Note that a large cluster must have children in F since otherwise, it is a level
(ℓ− 1)-cluster and |E≥ℓ−1| ≤ m/ℓ = m1−ǫ. Thus small clusters are leaves in F while large clusters
are interior nodes. We shall make the simplifying assumption that each large cluster is connected
over all updates. This is a strong assumption and we shall later focus on how to get rid of it.
Part of M′ is a data structure Msmall which maintains Msmall = MSF(Csmall ) where Csmall is
the union of all small F-clusters. This structure consists of an FFE structure (in fact, Frederickson’s
original structure suffices here) for each small F-cluster which is initialized during preprocessing.
For large clusters, we use more involved data structures which we present in the following.
3.2.1 Compressed clusters
For each level i and each large level i-cluster C, we define the compressed level i-cluster C as the
multigraph obtained from C as follows. First, each large child cluster C ′ of C is contracted to a
single vertex called a large cluster vertex, and self-loops incident to this new vertex are removed.
Second, for each small child cluster C ′ of C, its edge set is replaced by MSF(C ′). Figure 2(a) and
(b) illustrate C and C, respectively. We define three subgraphs of C:
G1(C): consists of the union of MSF(C
′) over all small child clusters C ′ of C as well as the edges
of C with both endpoints in small child clusters of C (Figure 2(c)),
G2(C): consists of the large cluster vertices of C, MSF(C
′) for each small child cluster C ′ of C, and
the edges of C having a large cluster vertex as one endpoint and having the other endpoint
in a small child cluster of C (Figure 2(d)),
G3(C): consists of the subgraph of C induced by its large cluster vertices (Figure 2(e)).
Note that G1(C), G2(C), and G3(C) together cover all vertices and edges of C. Define M1(C) =
MSF(G1(C)), M2(C) = MSF(G2(C)), and M3(C) = MSF(G3(C)). Data structure M′ will use an
FFE structure for the graph defined as the union of Msmall and of M1(C), M2(C), and M3(C) over
all compressed clusters C. This FFE structure, which we denote by FFE(M′), is initialized during
preprocessing. By Lemma 3, it will maintain MSF(G′) as desired. As we show later, FFE(M′)
contains polynomially less than n non-tree edges at all times so that it can be updated efficiently.
Let C be a given compressed cluster. It remains to give efficient data structures that maintain
M1(C), M2(C), and M3(C). We maintain M1(C) using an FFE structure for G1(C), initialized
during preprocessing. In the following, we present structures maintaining M2(C) and M3(C).
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(b)(a) (d)(c) (e)
Figure 2: (a): A level i-cluster C with three large child clusters (left) and four small child clusters
(right). Edges of C not belonging to its child clusters are shown. (b): compressed cluster C with
an MSF for each child cluster shown. Large cluster vertices are shown in black. (c)–(e): Graphs
G1(C), G2(C), and G3(C), respectively.
3.2.2 Maintaining M2(C)
To maintain M2(C) and M3(C) efficiently, we shall exploit the fact that both G2(C) and G3(C)
have a subset of only O(n1−ǫ) large cluster vertices and (ignoring in G2(C) the edges of MSF(C ′)
for all small child clusters C ′ of C) all edges of these graphs are incident to this small subset.
Forest M2(C) is represented as a top tree. In the following, we shall abuse notation slightly
and refer to this top tree as M2(C). Each top tree cluster K of M2(C) has as auxiliary data a
pair (Vlarge(K), Elarge (K)) where Vlarge(K) is the set of large cluster vertices of C contained in K
and Elarge(K) contains, for each large cluster vertex v ∈ V (C)− Vlarge(K) a minimum-weight edge
eK(v) having v as one endpoint and having the other endpoint in K; if no such edge exists, eK(v)
is assigned some dummy edge enil whose endpoints are undefined and whose weight is infinite.
In order to maintain M2(C), we first describe how to maintain auxiliary data under the basic
top tree operations create, split, and join for M2(C). When create outputs a new cluster K
consisting of a single edge, we form Vlarge(K) as the set of at most one large cluster vertex among
the endpoints of the edge. Then Elarge(K) is computed by letting eK(v) be a cheapest edge incident
to both v and K (or enil if undefined), for each large cluster vertex v ∈ V (C)− Vlarge(K).
When a split(K) operation is executed for a top tree cluster K, we simply remove Vlarge(K)
and Elarge(K). Finally, when two top tree clusters K1 and K2 are joined into a new top tree
cluster K by join(K1,K2), we first form the set Vlarge(K) = Vlarge(K1)∪Vlarge(K2). Then we form
Elarge(K) by letting eK(v) be an edge of minimum weight among eK1(v) and eK2(v), for each large
cluster vertex v ∈ V (C)− Vlarge(K).
We are now ready to describe how to maintain M2(C) when an edge e is deleted from G2(C).
Deleting a non-tree edge: Assume first that e /∈ M2(C). Then the topology of M2(C) is
unchanged. If e is incident to a large cluster vertex then let usmall be the other endpoint of e
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(usmall cannot be a large cluster vertex); in this case the auxiliary data for each top tree cluster
containing usmall needs to be updated. We do this bottom-up by first applying create to replace
each leaf cluster containing usmall with a new leaf cluster and applying join to update all non-leaf
clusters containing usmall .
Note that the new set of top tree clusters is identical to the old set, only their auxiliary data
are updated.
Deleting a tree edge: Now assume that e belongs to a tree T of M2(C). Top tree M2(C) is
updated with the operation cut(e). If e belongs to MSF(C ′) for some small child cluster C ′ of C
then e also belongs to Msmall . In this case, if a reconnecting edge was found for Msmall , it is added
to M2(C) as a reconnecting edge for T . By Lemma 3, this is the cheapest reconnecting edge for T .
Top tree M2(C) is updated using a link-operation.
Now assume that no reconnecting edge was found in Msmall (which may also happen if e did
not belong to MSF(C ′) for any small child cluster C ′ of C). Let T1 and T2 be the two subtrees of
T − e. After having computed top trees for T1 and T2, let K1 resp. K2 be the root top tree cluster
representing T1 resp. T2. A cheapest reconnecting edge (if any) is of one of the following two types:
a cheapest edge connecting a large cluster vertex in T2 with a vertex of K1 or a cheapest edge
connecting a large cluster vertex in T1 with a vertex of K2. We shall only describe how to identify
the first type of edge as the second type is symmetric. First, we identify from K1 the set Vlarge(K1).
Then the desired edge is identified as an edge eK1(v) ∈ Elarge(K1) of minimum weight over all large
cluster vertices v ∈ C−Vlarge(K1). Having found a cheapest reconnecting edge e′ for T , if e′ 6= enil ,
we add e′ to M2(C) to reconnect T . In the top tree, this is supported by a link-operation.
3.2.3 Maintaining M3(C)
Maintaining M3(C) is quite simple. For all distinct pairs of large cluster vertices (u, v) in C, the
initial set of edges between u and v in G3(C) are stored during preprocessing in a list L(u, v)
sorted in increasing order of weight. A graph G′3(C) is formed, containing a cheapest edge (if any)
between each such pair (u, v). The initial M3(C) is computed from G
′
3(C) using Prim’s algorithm
with binary heaps. Whenever an edge (u, v) is deleted from G′3(C), it is also deleted from L(u, v)
and a cheapest remaining edge (if any) between u and v is identified from L(u, v) and added to
G′3(C). Whenever a tree edge is deleted from M3(C), a simple linear-time algorithm is used to find
a cheapest replacement edge by scanning over all edges of G′3(C).
3.3 Performance
We now analyze the performance of the data structure presented above. We start with the prepro-
cessing step.
3.3.1 Preprocessing
Prim’s algorithm findsM in O(n log n) time. Having foundM , CM can be found in O(n) time since
this is the time bound for Frederickson’s FINDCLUSTERS procedure.
The time to compute F is dominated by the total time spent by the algorithm in Theorem 4.
For each i, the total vertex size of all level i-clusters is at most n since their vertex sets are pairwise
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disjoint. Hence, the total size of all sets W given to the algorithm is O(nℓ) = O(n1+ǫ). By the
third part of Theorem 4, w.h.p. the total time for computing F is Onǫ(n).
By Theorem 3, the FFE structures M and Msmall can be initialized in O(n log2 n) worst-
case time. This is also the case for the FFE structures of graphs G1(C) since these graphs are
compressed versions of subgraphs of G that are pairwise both vertex- and edge-disjoint, implying
that their total size is O(n). Finally, to bound the time to initialize FFE(M′), note that the
graph consisting of the union of Msmall and MSFs M1(C), M2(C), and M3(C) over all C contain
a total of O(n) edges and at most n vertices of G. Furthermore, the total number of large cluster
vertices is O(nǫℓ) = O(n2ǫ). Hence, the total worst-case time spent on initializing FFE structures
is O((n + n2ǫ) log2 n) = Onǫ(n).
We conclude that w.h.p., the total worst-case preprocessing time is Onǫ(n).
3.3.2 Updates
Now we bound the update time of our data structure. We start by bounding the time to update
M after a single edge deletion in G. Recall that M = FFE(E′(w) ∪MSF(G′)). A single edge
deletion in G can cause at most one edge deletion in E′, at most one edge deletion in MSF(G′), and
(in case a tree edge was deleted from MSF(G′)) at most one edge insertion in MSF(G′). Hence,
E′(w)∪MSF(G′) and thusM can be updated with a constant number of edge insertions/deletions.
By Theorem 3, in order to bound the time to update M after a single edge insertion/deletion,
we need to bound the number of non-tree edges of M. We do this in the following lemma.
Lemma 4. At any time during the sequence of updates, the number of non-tree edges of M is
O˜(∆ + λn).
Proof. Observe that edges of E(CM ) are edges of M (since they belonged to M initially and since
we only delete edges from G). In particular, edges of MSF(G′) belonging to E(CM ) are tree edges
of M. Furthermore, if each M -cluster is contracted to a vertex in MSF(G′) then the number of
remaining edges is at most the number of M -clusters minus 1. The initial number of M -clusters in
a tree of M is O(n1−ǫ) and the number of M -clusters can increase by at most 1 per edge deletion
in G. Since we have a bound of ∆ on the total number of edge deletions in G, we conclude that at
all times, the number of non-tree edges of M is O(n1−ǫ +∆+ |E′|).
Next, we bound |E′|. By the second property of Theorem 4, for i = −1, . . . , ℓ− 1, and for each
non-leaf level i-cluster C, |E≥i+1(C)| ≤ λ
∑
X∈X (C) |X| log(|V (C)|/|X|) = λ(|V (C)| log |V (C)| −∑
X∈X (C) |X| log |X|) where X (C) is the partition of V (C) found by the algorithm in Theorem 4.
By a telescoping sums argument applied to laminar family F , it follows that |E′| = O(λn log n) =
O˜(λn). Since n1−ǫ ≤ λn, the lemma follows.
To also bound the time to updateM′, we similarly bound its number of non-tree edges. Observe
that the compressed clusters are pairwise edge-disjoint. Since we assume that no large cluster
becomes disconnected, it follows that at most one compressed cluster is affected by an edge deletion
in G; let C be such a cluster. Then the number of edge insertions/deletions in each of M1(C),
M2(C), and M3(C) is O(1). Similarly, the number of edge insertions/deletions in Msmall is O(1).
Hence, the number of updates required inM′ is O(1) so it suffices to bound the number of non-tree
edges of M′.
Lemma 5. At any time during the sequence of updates, the number of non-tree edges of M′ is
O(n1−ǫ +∆).
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Proof. At any time, the number ofM -clusters is O(n1−ǫ+∆) and the edges ofM -clusters are all tree
edges in M′. Contracting M -clusters to vertices in Msmall gives a forest with O(n1−ǫ +∆) edges.
For i = 1, 2, 3, consider the graph consisting of the union of Mi(C) over all compressed clusters C
and MSF(C ′) over all small clusters C ′. This graph is a forest and contracting all M -clusters gives
a forest with O(n1−ǫ +∆) edges. This shows the lemma.
Combining the above with Theorem 3, it follows that the total time to update M and M′ is
O˜(
√
∆+ λn). Furthermore, Msmall can be maintained within this time as well since each small
cluster has size O(n1−ǫ) and at most one such cluster is affected by an edge deletion in G. We now
have the following corollary.
Corollary 2. After each edge deletion in G, the total time to update M, M′, and Msmall is
O˜(
√
∆+ λn).
Maintaining M1-forests: It remains to bound the time over all C to update forests M1(C),
M2(C), and M3(C) after an edge deletion in G. We first focus on M1-forests. Note that at most
one forest M1(C) needs to be updated after such a deletion. Since the edges of MSF(C
′) over
all child clusters C ′ of C are all tree edges of M1(C), the number of non-tree edges in G1(C)
is O(|E≥i(C)|) = O(|Ei| + |E≥i+1(C)| = O(n1−ǫ + λn log n) = O(λn log n) so maintaining the
M1-forests can be done in O˜(
√
λn) per edge deletion in G.
Maintaining M2-forests: The data structure for maintaining M2-forests is described in Sec-
tion 3.2.2. To efficiently support the join of top tree clusters, the large cluster vertices of each
compressed cluster C are arbitrarily labeled from 1 to k where k is the number of large cluster
vertices in C. For each top tree cluster K of M2(C), the set Vlarge(K) is represented as an array
of k bits where the ith bit is 1 iff large cluster vertex i belongs to Vlarge(K). Note that k = O(n
ǫ).
The set Elarge(K) is represented as an array of length k where the ith entry contains the edge
eK(v) ∈ E(C) where v is the ith large cluster vertex.
With this representation of auxiliary data, it is easy to see that each join of two top tree
clusters in M2(C) and each split can be done in O(k) = O(n
ǫ) time. Since G has constant degree,
we can support create within this time bound as well. No more than O(log n) of these operations
are required in M2(C) in each update, taking a total of O(n
ǫ log n) time. From our description
in Section 3.2.2, it is easy to see that finding a minimum-weight replacement edge can be done in
linear time in the size of the auxiliary data stored in two top tree clusters, i.e., in time O(nǫ).
We conclude that maintaining M2-forests can be done in O˜(n
ǫ) time per edge deletion in G.
Maintaining M3-forests: As observed above, the number of large cluster vertices in a com-
pressed cluster C is O(nǫ) and hence |G′3(C)| = O(n2ǫ). Maintaining the graph G′3(C) can be done
in constant time per edge deletion in G and the brute-force algorithm to find a cheapest replacement
edge in M3(C) can be done in O(|G′3(C)|) = O(n2ǫ) time.
We can now summarize the results of this subsection.
Lemma 6. Assume that no large F-cluster becomes disconnected during a sequence of at most ∆
edge deletions to G. Then w.h.p., the data structure of this section has worst-case preprocessing
time Onǫ(n) and worst-case update time O˜(
√
∆+ n1−1/2O(1/ǫ) + n2ǫ).
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3.4 Handling disconnected large clusters
We now remove the simplifying assumption that large clusters do not become disconnected. To
handle the general case, the following theorem is crucial; its proof can be found in Section 7.
Theorem 5. Let c > 0 be a constant and let H be a dynamic graph of max degree at most
3 and with n ≥ |V (H)| = Ω(n1−ǫ) which undergoes a sequence of at most ∆ = Ω(√|V (H)|))
updates each of which is an edge deletion. Assume that w.h.p., H is initially a γ-expander graph
where γ = Onǫ(1). Then there is a dynamic data structure for H which w.h.p. has worst-case
preprocessing time O˜(n) + Onǫ(∆
2/
√
n). If the sequence of updates is independent of the random
bits used by the data structure then in the kth update, the data structure outputs a subset Vk of
V (H) such that
1. H[V (H)−Wk] is connected just after the update for some subset Wk of ∪ki=1Vi, and
2. w.h.p., Vk has size O(n
1/2−4ǫ) and is output in O(n1/2−4ǫ)+Onǫ(∆/n1/4+∆4/n2) worst-case
time.
Given this theorem, the modification to the data structure described in the previous subsections
is quite simple. The preprocessing step is extended by setting up an instance D(C) of the data
structure of Theorem 5 for each large cluster C.
Now, consider an update where an edge e is to be deleted from G. It will prove useful to split
the update into two phases where e is not deleted until the second phase. In the first phase, the
following is done for each large cluster C and the at most one large child cluster C ′ of C containing
e. First, D(C ′) is updated with the deletion of e. Letting V ′ ⊆ V (C ′) be the set output by D(C ′),
all edges of C incident to V ′ are inserted into FFE(M′), excluding those edges already present in
this structure. Then all edges incident to V ′ are removed from G2(C) and G3(C) and forestsM2(C)
and M3(C) are updated accordingly; new edges added to these forests are inserted into FFE(M′)
but edges removed from the forests are not removed from this structure. In the second phase, the
same is done as in the previous subsections.
3.4.1 Correctness
We show that with the above modifications, our data structure still maintains MSF M of G. It
suffices to show thatM′ correctly maintains MSF(G′) and by Lemma 3, this follows if we can show
that for any F-cluster C, FFE(M′) contains MSF(C) after each update. We show the latter by
induction on the height of the subtree of F rooted at C. The base case where the height is 0 is
straightforward since then C is a small cluster and FFE(M′) contains Msmall at all times and thus
also MSF(C).
Now assume that the height is positive and that the claim holds for smaller heights and consider
an update where an edge e is to be deleted from G. Assuming that the claim holds at the beginning
of the update, we will show that it also holds at the end of the update.
Consider the end of the first phase. Observe that the claim must hold at this point since it
did so at the beginning of the update and in the first phase we only add edges to FFE(M′). For
the analysis, we construct a subgraph D of C by initializing D = C and then doing the following
for each large child cluster C ′ of C. Let VC′ be the union of subsets output by D(C ′) so far and
let WC′ be a subset of VC′ such that C
′[V (C ′) −WC′ ] is connected; such a subset must exist by
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WC′ ⊆ VC′
(b)
V (C ′)−WC′
(a)
VC′ ⊆ V (C ′)
V (C ′)
C D
Figure 3: (a): A cluster C and a large child cluster C ′ with subsets WC′ ⊆ VC′ ⊆ V (C ′). In C, C ′
is contracted to a large cluster vertex. (b): Subgraph D obtained from C by removing, for each
large child cluster C ′, the vertex set WC′ as well as all edges (dashed) incident to VC′ . Subgraph
C ′[V (C ′) −WC′ ] is connected. In D, this subgraph is contracted to a large cluster vertex and is
identified with the large cluster vertex in C obtained by contracting C ′. Among the edges shown,
the dashed ones are exactly those belonging to F − e.
Theorem 5. We remove from D all edges of E(C) − E(C ′) incident to VC′ as well as remove all
vertices of WC′ ; see Figure 3. Define C
′[V (C ′)−WC′ ] to be a large child cluster of D.
We have defined the large child clusters of D and we define the small child clusters of D to be
the small child clusters of C. With these definitions, let D be obtained from D exactly in the same
manner as C is obtained from C. For each large child cluster C ′ of C, there is a unique large child
cluster D′ of D such that D′ ⊆ C ′. For all such pairs (C ′,D′), we identify the large cluster vertex
in C corresponding to C ′ with the large cluster vertex in D corresponding to D′. At the end of the
first phase, we then have C = D.
Now, consider the end of the second phase of the update. At this point, e has been deleted from
C. Since the large cluster vertices of C are identified with large cluster vertices ofD, they correspond
to subgraphs of C which by Theorem 5 are connected. Let F ′ be the union of these subgraphs
and let C ′ be the union of all child clusters of C; note that F ′ = C ′[V (D)]. By the induction
hypothesis, FFE(M′) contains MSF(C ′). Let F = E(C) − (E(C ′) ∪ E(D)); see Figure 3(b). In
the first phase, the edges of F were all inserted into FFE(M′) and they must still be present in
this structure since they were all removed from C in the first phase. Hence, FFE(M′) contains
F∪MSF(C ′)∪M1(C)∪M2(C)∪M3(C) where we viewMi(C) =Mi(D) as a subset of edges of G′, for
i = 1, 2, 3. With a proof similar to that of Lemma 3, we have MSF(F ′ ∪Gi(D)) = MSF(F ′)∪Mi(D).
Hence, by Lemma 1, FFE(M′) also contains
MSF(F ∪MSF(C ′) ∪M1(C) ∪M2(C) ∪M3(C)) = MSF(F ∪ C ′ ∪MSF(F ′) ∪M1(D) ∪M2(D) ∪M3(D))
= MSF(F ∪ C ′ ∪ F ′ ∪G1(D) ∪G2(D) ∪G3(D))
= MSF(F ∪ C ′ ∪ F ′ ∪D)
= MSF(F ∪ C ′ ∪ (D − e))
= MSF(C),
which shows the induction step. Hence, with the above modification, M correctly maintains M .
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3.4.2 Performance
We now analyze the additional preprocessing and update time required with the above modifi-
cations. The total number of large clusters is O(n2ǫ) so by Theorem 5, w.h.p. the additional
preprocessing time is Onǫ(n+∆
2/
√
n).
Now, consider the deletion of an edge e from G. The number of large clusters containing e is
O(nǫ) and by keeping pointers from each edge to the large clusters containing it, these clusters can
be identified in O(nǫ) time.
Consider one such large cluster C. By Theorem 5, updatingD(C) takes O(n1/2−4ǫ)+Onǫ(∆/n1/4+
∆4/n2) time with high probability. Let V ′ be the set output by this update. During the first phase,
no changes are made to MSF(G′) so all edges inserted into FFE(M′) when C is processed must
belong to E −E(MSF(G′)). By Theorem 3, they can thus be inserted with batched insertions into
the FFE structure, taking a total worst-case time of O˜(n1/2−4ǫ). By our earlier analysis of the
data structures maintaining M2- andM3-forests, it follows that removing edges incident to V
′ from
G2(C) and G3(C) and updating M2(C) and M3(C) accordingly takes O(|V ′|n2ǫ) = O(n1/2−2ǫ)
worst-case time. Summing over all C, it follows that w.h.p., each update can be supported in
O˜(n1/2−ǫ) +Onǫ(∆/n1/4 +∆4/n2) worst-case time.
Combining the above with Lemma 6, we are now ready to choose ∆ in order to obtain Theorem 1.
We have shown that w.h.p., preprocessing time for the structure of this section is Onǫ(n+∆
2/
√
n)
and update time is n1/2−1/2O(1/ǫ) + O˜(
√
∆) + Onǫ(∆/n
1/4 + ∆4/n2); this is under the assumption
that ∆ = Ω(
√
n) since we applied Theorem 5 above. By Theorem 2, this gives a fully-dynamic MSF
structure which for any update requires n1/2−1/2O(1/ǫ)+ O˜(
√
∆)+Onǫ(n/∆+∆/n
1/4+∆4/n2) time
with high probability. Picking constant ǫ sufficiently small and picking suitable ∆ = n1/2+Θ(ǫ) gives
an update time of n1/2−1/2
O(1/ǫ)
. This shows Theorem 1 except for the expected time bound. The
latter can easily be obtained as follows. If in an update the n1/2−1/2
O(1/ǫ)
time bound is exceeded,
the data structure can update the MSF deterministically in O(n) time (scanning over all edges)
and then rebuild a new data structure for the next update. Since the O(n) time is only spent with
low probability, we get an expected time bound of n1/2−1/2O(1/ǫ) .
4 Reduction to Decremental MSF
In this section, we give a reduction from fully-dynamic MSF to a restricted form of decremental
MSF, showing Theorem 2.
4.1 The reduction of Holm et al.
Holm et al. [9] gave a reduction from fully-dynamic to decremental minimum spanning forest. Un-
fortunately, this reduction will not suffice for our problem since it is not worst-case time-preserving,
implying that with a decremental structure having small worst-case update time, the reduction only
yields a fully-dynamic structure with small amortized update time. In the following, we sketch a
variant of the reduction in [9] but where we assume that for the black-box decremental structure,
we have a bound on its worst-case update time. In the next subsection, we modify it to a worst-case
time-preserving reduction.
It will be convenient to reduce from fully-dynamic MSF in a simple graph to decremental MSF
in a multigraph. Assume that for an n-vertex multigraph with initially m edges, we have a black-
box decremental MSF structure with preprocessing time P (m,n) and worst-case update time at
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most U(m,n). To simplify our bounds, we shall assume that P and U are non-decreasing in m
and n. Since we may assume that P and U are bounded by polynomial functions in m and n,
we may assume that a constant-factor increase in m or n increases P and U by no more than a
constant factor. We will obtain a fully-dynamic MSF structure with O(log3 n + U(m,n) log n +∑L
i=0
1
2i
P (min{m, 2i log n},min{n, 2i log n})) amortized update time over any sequence of updates
where m is the maximum number of edges present in G over all updates and L = ⌈lgm⌉.
Let G = (V,E) be the dynamic (simple) graph, let F be the MSF of G, and let F be the
fully-dynamic MSF structure that maintains F . This structure consists of pairs of decremental
MSF structures, (D0,D′0), . . . , (DL,D′L). We let Gi denote the multigraph and let Fi denote the
MSF of Gi maintained by Di. Furthermore, we let Ni = E(Gi)−E(Fi). Similarly, we define G′i, F ′i ,
and N ′i for D′i. Initially, all multigraphs Gi and G′i are empty. In the general step, we require that
every non-tree edge of G is a non-tree edge of one of the multigraphs G0, G
′
0, . . . , GL, G
′
L; with the
same proof as in [9], this ensures that whenever an edge of F is deleted, a cheapest reconnecting
edge (if any) is one of the reconnecting edges identified by the decremental MSF structures.
MSF structure F will need an auxiliary operation that, given two sets of edges E1 and E2,
outputs a decremental structure as follows. First, a new multigraph is formed consisting of the
union of E1 ∪ E2 and a subgraph F ′ of F consisting of all simple paths in F between vertex pairs
(u, v) where u resp. v is an endpoint of an edge of E1∪E2. The latter ensures that any non-tree edge
of G belonging to E1 ∪ E2 is a non-tree edge of the new multigraph formed. Then a decremental
structure is initialized for this new multigraph and the structure is output.
Edge insertions: We now describe how updates are handled. At the end of each update, re-
gardless of whether it is an insertion or deletion, a cleanup procedure is applied which we describe
below. First we describe the first part of the update. We start with an insertion of an edge e into
G. If e connects distinct trees in F , e is added to F and no further updates are done. Now assume
that the endpoints of e are connected by a path P in F . If e is lighter than the heaviest edge f on
P , e replaces f in F and the auxiliary operation is applied with E1 = {f} and E2 = ∅; let D be
the structure output by this operation. If D0 is empty, we set it equal to D and otherwise we set
D′0 equal to D. Conversely, if e is heavier than f , we we do the same as just described but with
E1 = {e} and E2 = ∅.
Edge deletions: Now, consider the deletion of an edge e from G. First, in each (multigraph
represented by the) decremental structure containing e, let P be a maximal path containing e
whose interior vertices have degree 2. Viewing P as a single “super edge” (defined below), P is
removed and the decremental structure outputs at most one reconnecting edge. Let R be the set of
replacement edges found by all decremental structures. If e ∈ F , we delete e from F and reconnect
F with the cheapest reconnecting edge from R, if any. Finally, we apply the same procedure as for
edge insertions but with E1 = R and E2 = ∅.
The cleanup procedure: We next describe the cleanup procedure which is applied at the end
of each update. First, we need a definition. Assign time steps 0, 1, . . . to the updates and for each
integer k ≥ 0, define a k-interval as an interval of the form [ℓk, (ℓ+ 1)k) where ℓ is an integer.
Now consider an update j. For all i in increasing order, if j is divisible by 2i+1, i.e., if j is
the beginning of a 2i+1-interval, we do as follows. The auxiliary operation is applied to Ni ∪ N ′i ,
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giving a new decremental structure D′′i+1. Then Di and D′i are made empty and if Di+1 is empty,
we update it to D′′i+1, otherwise we update D′i+1 to D′′i+1.
Implementation and analysis: To show correctness, note that when a new decremental struc-
ture is about to be added to a pair (Di,D′i), either Di or D′i must be empty since we only add such
a new structure at the beginning of a 2i-interval and both Di and D′i are made empty at the start
of a 2i+1-interval. Thus we maintain the invariant that every non-tree edge of G is a non-tree edge
of some decremental structure. Correctness now follows using the same analysis as in [9].
We now sketch the implementation details. We maintain F as a top tree, allowing us to insert
and delete edges in F and to find the lightest/heaviest edge on a path; each top tree operation
takes O(log n) time.
For performance reasons, we would like |E(Gi)| = O(|Ni|) (and similarly |E(G′i)| = O(|N ′i |)).
This is done by modifying the auxiliary operation above so that instead of explicitly including the
subgraph F ′ of F in the new multigraph Gi, it instead adds super edges each of which corresponds
to a maximal path in F ′ where interior nodes have degree 2. As shown in [9], this compact
representation of Gi has size O(|Ni|) and can be identified in O(|Ni| log n) time with a suitable top
tree Fi (and F
′
i for G
′
i) of F . In total, we maintain 2(L+1) such top trees, one for each decremental
structure.
In each update, we add at most L edges to either D0 or D′0. Hence, at the beginning of every
2i+1-interval, |Ni ∪ N ′i | ≤ 2i+1L so in the cleanup phase, it takes O(2i log2 n) time to form the
multigraph of D′′i+1 plus O(P (min{m, 2i log n},min{n, 2i log n})) time to initialize D′′i+1. When
applying a top tree to form a subgraph F ′ of F as described above, the information in this top tree
changes. After having formed F ′, we undo these changes so that the top tree is ready to form the
next such tree. Undoing the changes can be done within the time to form F ′.
Since the work just described is only done every 2i+1 updates it follows by summing over all i
that the amortized cost per update for the cleanup phase is
O(log3 n+
L∑
i=0
1
2i
P (min{m, 2i log n},min{n, 2i log n})).
In the first part of an update, we delete at most one edge from each decremental structure.
Since the bound on |Ni ∪ N ′i | implies |E(Gi) ∪ E(G′i)| = O(2iL), the first part of an update
takes O(
∑L
i=0 U(min{m, 2iL},min{n, 2iL})) = O(U(m,n) log n) time. Updating all top trees in an
update to the new forest F takes a total of O(log2 n) time.
We conclude that each update takes amortized time
O(log3 n+ U(m,n) log n+
L∑
i=0
1
2i
P (min{m, 2i log n},min{n, 2i log n})).
4.2 A worst-case time-preserving reduction
We now modify F to get a similar worst-case update time bound for this structure. A standard
deamortization trick is used of spreading the work of constructing a new decremental structure over
multiple updates rather than doing all the work in a single update.
For this to work, we introduce, in addition to each pair (Di,D′i), an additional pair (Bi,B′i) of
decremental structures. We can think of Bi and B′i as snapshots of Di and D′i at the beginning of
each 2i+1-interval and we use these snapshots to build D′′i+1 in the background during this interval.
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More precisely, we modify F so that in the beginning of a 2i+1-interval I, we move Di to Bi
and D′i to B′i and identify Di and D′i with empty decremental structures. We now start forming
D′′i+1 as described above but with Bi and B′i rather than Di and D′i. The work for forming D′′i+1
is spread evenly over each update of the first half of I. In the second half, we delete edges from
D′′i+1 at “double speed”. More precisely, in the kth update of the second half of I, we delete from
D′′i+1 the edges deleted from G in the 2kth and (2k + 1)th update of I. Hence, at the end of the
last update of I, D′′i+1 is up-to-date with the current graph G. At this point, if Di+1 is empty, we
update it to D′′i+1 and otherwise we update D′i+1 to D′′i+1.
All other parts of F are updated exactly as in the previous version.
Implementation and analysis: In the previous version of F , D′′i+1 was constructed and included
in (Di+1,D′i+1) at the beginning of a 2i+1-interval I. At this point, both Di and D′i could be made
empty since every non-tree edge of G which is a non-tree edge of Di or D′i is a non-tree edge of
either Di+1 or D′i+1. In the new version of F , D′′i+1 is instead added to (Di+1,D′i+1) at the end of
I. Hence, during the updates of I, each non-tree edge of G which was a non-tree edge of D′′i+1 in
the old version is a non-tree edge of either Di or D′i in the new version. Correctness now follows
since the new version also maintains the invariant that every non-tree edge of G is a non-tree edge
of some structure Di or D′i.
We change the implementation such that the top trees Fi and F
′
i are not updated during the
first half of a 2i+1-interval I. Hence, in each update in the first half of I, both Fi and F
′
i are top
trees representing F at the start of I, allowing D′′i+1 to be formed correctly. During the last half of
I, Fi and F
′
i are updated at double speed in the same way that D′′i+1 is updated in this half of I.
We now bound the worst-case update time of F . We first focus on the time to construct and
update a decremental structure D′′i+1 during a 2i+1-interval I. In the first half of I, O( 12i (2i log2 n+
P (min{m, 2i log n},min{n, 2i log n}))) time per update is spent on forming D′′i+1. In the last half
of I, O(log n+U(min{m, 2i log n},min{n, 2i log n})) time is spent on updating D′′i+1 and top trees
Fi and F
′
i at double speed. Summing over all i gives a worst-case time bound of O(log
3 n +
U(m,n) log n+
∑L
i=0
1
2i
P (min{m, 2i log n},min{n, 2i log n})).
In every update, we delete at most one edge from each Di- andD′i-structure. This isO(U(m,n) log n)
worst-case time. We can now conclude this subsection with the following theorem.
Theorem 6. Let a decremental MSF structure be given which for an n-vertex multigraph with
initially m edges has P (m,n) preprocessing time and U(m,n) worst-case update time where both P
and U are non-decreasing. Then there is a fully-dynamic MSF structure with worst-case update time
O(log3 n+U(m,n) log n+
∑⌈lgm⌉
i=0
1
2i
P (min{m, 2i log n},min{n, 2i log n})) for an n-vertex dynamic
graph in which the number of edges never exceeds the value m.
4.3 Reduction to Restricted Decremental MSF
We now reduce the decremental MSF problem further, first to the case where we have an initial
n-vertex (simple) graph of max degree at most 3 and then further to the case where the total
number of edge deletions is bounded by some parameter ∆ that may be smaller than the initial
number of edges.
Reduction to degree at most 3: Let G be an edge-weighted multigraph with m edges and n
vertices. Construct a new simple graph G′ of degree at most 3 from G as follows. For each vertex u
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of G, let v1, . . . , vk be its neighbors. We replace u with k copies, u1, . . . , uk, replace edges incident
to u with edges (ui, vi) for i = 1, . . . , k without changing their weights, and add edges (ui, ui+1)
for i = 1, . . . , k − 1; the weight of each such edge (ui, ui+1) is chosen to be smaller than any edge
weight in G. We identify each edge (ui, vi) with its corresponding edge in G.
It is easy to see that an MSF of F can be obtained from an MSF of G′ by contracting all edges
that are not present in G. It follows that if we have a decremental MSF structure for an n′-vertex
graph of degree at most 3 with preprocessing time at most P (n′) and worst-case update time at
most U(n′) where P and U are non-decreasing, then there is a decremental MSF structure of G
with preprocessing time O(P (m+ n)) and worst-case update time O(U(m+ n)).
Reduction to at most ∆ deletions: We shall make a further reduction from decremental MSF
in an n-vertex graph of degree at most 3 to the same problem but where we have a bound ∆ = ∆(n)
on the total number of edge deletions permitted. Assume for simplicity that ∆ is divisible by 3
and assume access to a decremental MSF structure D∆ which for an n-vertex graph of degree at
most 3 has preprocessing time at most P (n) and supports up to ∆(n) edge deletions each in worst
case time at most U(n).
Now, let G be an n-vertex graph of degree at most 3. We obtain a decremental MSF structure
for G as follows. At the start of each ∆/3-interval I1, a new instance D∆(I1) of D∆ is initialized for
the current graph G; the work for this is spread evenly over the updates of I1. In the ∆/3-interval
I2 following I1, we delete edges at double speed from D∆(I1) (similar to what we did in the previous
subsection when setting up an instance D′′i+1) so that at the end of I2, D∆(I1) is up to date with the
current graph G. At this point, 2∆/3 edges have been deleted from D∆(I1) so it still supports an
additional ∆/3 deletions. At the beginning of the ∆/3-interval I3 following I2, D∆(I1) the active
structure, responsible for maintaining the MSF of G during the updates of I3.
Hence, in any ∆/3-interval, one instance of D∆ is being initialized, one instance has edges
deleted from it at double speed, and one instance is the active one, maintaining the MSF of G.
Proving Theorem 2: We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.
Using the approach above gives a decremental structure for an n-vertex graph of degree at
most 3 with preprocessing time O(ncP ) and worst-case update time O(ncU + ncP−c∆). The vertex-
splitting argument above gives a decremental structure with preprocessing time O((m+ n)cP ) and
worst-case update time O((m + n)cU + (m + n)cP−c∆) for an n-vertex multigraph with initially
m edges. By Theorem 6, we get a fully-dynamic MSF structure with worst-case update time
O(((m+n)cU +(m+n)cP−c∆) log n+(m+n)cP−1) = O(((m+n)cU +(m+n)cP−c∆) log n). Applying
Theorem 3.3.2 of [3] now gives the first part of the theorem.
To show the second part, assume that the preprocessing and update time bound of the restricted
decremental MSF structure hold with probability at least 1 − (n′)C for an n′-vertex graph where
C is a large constant C. Let n be the number of vertices in the graph for the fully-dynamic
problem that we reduce from. Note that n′ may be Θ(1) in our reduction, meaning that the
preprocessing and update time bounds may fail with constant probability. To handle this, we
modify the decremental structure so that if n′ < ncU/2, the preprocessing step consists of computing
the initial MSF in O(n′ log n′) = O(ncP /2) time with Prim’s algorithm, and each update is handled
in O(n′) = O(ncU/2) time by a simple deterministic linear-time update procedure. This ensures
that for any value of n′, the decremental structure achieves a preprocessing bound of O((n′+
√
n)cP )
and a worst-case update time bound of O((n′ +
√
n)cU ) with probability at least 1− ncUC . Going
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through the reduction steps as above now shows the second part of the theorem.
5 Fully-Dynamic MSF With Few Non-tree Edges
In this section, prove Theorem 3. We consider an edge-weighted graph H = (V,EH , w : EH → R)
and present a dynamic data structure with update time polynomially faster than
√
n when this
property holds. The dynamic problem considered here differs from the standard fully-dynamic MSF
problem in that we allow extra operations giving more control to the user regarding the structure
of the forest maintained; in fact, the forest is not required to span H.
Another way the problem differs from the standard fully-dynamic version is that we do not
require that we start with EH = ∅ and we allow a preprocessing phase for this initial graph, as
stated in Theorem 3.
In addition to H, we assume that the preprocessing algorithm is given an initial forest F in
H as input. This forest will be maintained during edge updates. We keep a partition of F into
subtrees whose vertex sets are called regions. Regions are similar to Frederickson’s clusters except
that we do not balance them by size but by the number of endpoints of non-tree edges they contain.
Hence, in our application, the average region size will be polynomially greater than
√
n, assuming
the number of non-tree edges is polynomially smaller than n. For a region R, we denote by N(R)
the number of vertices of R that are incident to edges in EH −E(F ). Each region is given a unique
label in {1, . . . , n}. Our data structure will not fix such a label for regions R where N(R) = 0 and
R is a component of H; this is a technicality that will simplify our implementation.
We assign some auxiliary information to each edge e of H. A bit f(e) is 1 iff e ∈ F . Another
bit h(e) is 1 iff e ∈ H −F or e is an inter-region edge of F . If h(e) = 1, we assign to e a label R(e)
which is a pair of labels denoting the regions containing the endpoints of e; if h(e) = 0, we leave
R(e) undefined. Our data structure will only store region labels in such pairs R(e).
5.1 The region forest
We use a top tree structure Fˆ called the region forest to maintain and dynamically merge and split
regions, similarly to what is needed for clusters in Frederickson’s data structure. Forest Fˆ has the
same edge set as F and supports various operations that we focus on in the following.
In Fˆ , certain vertices are marked. More specifically, a vertex is marked iff it is incident to an
edge e with h(e) = 1. In addition to the operations below, Fˆ supports the O(log n) time operations
of finding a nearest marked vertex to a given vertex, marking and unmarking a vertex, and inserting
and deleting an edge.
When implementing MergeRegion and SplitRegion below, it will prove useful to have Fˆ sup-
port the auxiliary operation FindRegionTree(v) for a v ∈ V (Fˆ ). Letting Rv be the region con-
taining v and letting M(Rv) be the set of marked vertices in Rv, this operation returns the tree Tv
consisting of the union of all simple paths between pairs of marked vertices; see Figure 4.
Letting b = |M(Rv)|, we can support FindRegionTree(v) in O(b log n) as follows. First we find
a nearest marked vertex v′ to v in Fˆ . Among the at most three edges of H incident to v′, delete
from Fˆ those that belong to F and leave Rv by checking their f and h bitmaps. Then unmark
v′ and repeat the procedure recursively on v′ until no more marked vertices are encountered. The
edges deleted are exactly the inter-region edges of F leaving Rv so this makes Fˆ [Rv] a component
of Fˆ . The set of unmarked vertices is exactly M(Rv). Extending Fˆ with additional operations
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vRv
Figure 4: A region Rv containing a vertex v and having a set M(Rv) of six marked vertices (black)
which are incident to tree edges leaving Rv or to non-tree edges incident to Rv (dotted segments).
The tree Tv consists of both black and white vertices and contains nine edges, one for each fat path
between two consecutive black or white vertices.
as described in [9] (see the implementation subsection for fully-dynamic minimum spanning tree)
allows us to obtain Tv in O(b log n) time. Finally, we clean up by marking the unmarked vertices
of Fˆ and inserting back the deleted edges. This clean-up step also takes O(b log n) time. Note that
|Tv| = O(b).
5.2 Merging and splitting regions
The following two types of operations in Fˆ allow for merging and splitting regions, respectively:
MergeRegion(v): merges the region Rv containing v with a region incident to Rv in F , assuming
such a region exists; the two regions are thus replaced by their union,
SplitRegion(v, t): splits the region Rv containing v into subregions such that for each such sub-
region R, 13 t ≤ N(R) ≤ t; it is assumed that 3 ≤ t ≤ N(Rv).
Although these operations apply to Fˆ , we shall require them to also correctly update the auxiliary
information stored at edges of H.
5.2.1 Implementing MergeRegion(v)
We first apply FindRegionTree(v) to Fˆ , giving Tv. For each vertex of Tv, we check if any of its
incident edges in H is an inter-region edge of F (again by checking the f and h bitmaps of these
edges). If no such edge is found, Rv is not incident in F to any region. Otherwise, let e = (v1, v2)
be one such edge where v1 ∈ Rv. From label R(e), we obtain the label ℓv of Rv and the label ℓ′v of
a region R′v which is incident to Rv in F with v2 ∈ R′v. We will merge Rv and R′v into a new region
with label ℓv. To do this, we first apply FindRegionTree(v2) to get Tv2 . We then visit all edges of
H incident to V (Tv2). For each such edge e
′, if R(e′) is defined, we update each occurence of ℓ′v in
this set to ℓv. Finally we set h(e) to 0 and delete R(e) as e is no longer an inter-region edge of F .
The running time of MergeRegion(v) is O(b log n) where b is the total number of marked vertices
in Rv and R
′
v, i.e., the number of marked vertices in the merged region.
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5.2.2 Implementing SplitRegion(v, t)
We first apply FindRegionTree(v) to Fˆ to get Tv. Let b be the number of marked vertices in Tv.
We then apply Frederickson’s linear-time FINDCLUSTERS procedure [4] to partition Tv into subtrees
T1, . . . , Tk whose vertex sets Ri = V (Ti) form a partition of V (Tv) where
1
3t ≤ |V (Ti)| ≤ t for
i = 1, . . . , k. Let ℓ1, . . . , ℓi ∈ {1, . . . , n} be new unique labels for R1, . . . , Rk, i.e., distinct labels
none of which are equal to labels of existing regions.
For i = 1, . . . , k and for each edge e of H −F incident to Ri, we update to ℓi the labels in R(e)
for each endpoint of e in Ti. For each edge e of F leaving Ri, we set h(e) to 1 since e is now an
inter-region edge of F ; furthermore, we update to ℓi the label in R(e) for the endpoint of e in Ti.
Excluding the time to find unique labels, the above takes O(b log n) time where b is the number
of marked vertices in Rv. To quickly find ℓ1, . . . , ℓk, our data structure maintains a dynamic list L
consisting of those labels in {1, . . . , n} that are currently not used by any region. Whenever two
regions are merged, the now unused label of one of the two regions is added to L. When a new
region is formed, we extract the first label from L and use it to label this region. Each operation
on L takes constant time if we use a linked list. In particular, finding ℓ1, . . . , ℓk can be done in
O(k) = O(b) time. Total time for SplitRegion is thus O(b log n).
5.3 Edge insertions
We now describe operations that maintain Fˆ and the auxiliary information stored at edges of H
under edge insertions and deletions in H. We start with insertions. Since we later need to have
some control over which edges belong to F (equivalently, to Fˆ ), we extend the insert operation
with an extra argument specifying whether the new edge should be a tree edge or a non-tree edge;
if it should be a tree edge, it is assumed that it connects two distinct trees in the current forest
F . Note that this allows for F to be a non-spanning forest of H; we later present an operation to
find a minimum-weight connecting edge between two trees in F . This will be needed if we want to
maintain F as an MSF of H.
Consider the insertion of an edge e = (u, v) into H. Assume first that it should be added as a
non-tree edge. We look for a nearest marked vertex u′ to u in Fˆ . If u′ exists, we obtain from one of
its incident edges the label ℓu of the region Ru containing u. If u
′ does not exist, we extract from
L a new label ℓu for Ru. Similarly, we find the label ℓv of the region Rv containing v. We then add
e to H, mark u and v in Fˆ , set f(e) = 0, h(e) = 1, and R(e) = (ℓu, ℓv).
Now suppose that e should be added as a tree edge. Prior to the insertion, e must connect two
distinct trees in F so it will be an inter-region edge of F . Let Ru and Rv be the regions containing
u and v, respectively. With the same procedure as above, we find labels ℓu and ℓv for Ru and Rv,
respectively. We then insert e into H and Fˆ and set f(e) = 1, h(e) = 1, and R(e) = (ℓu, ℓv).
The running time for inserting e is O(log n).
5.4 Edge deletions
Now consider the operation of deleting an edge e = (u, v) from H. We do not require this operation
to look for a reconnecting edge if e belongs to F since we later give an operation for this.
We start by removing e from H. Assume first that e was in F ; we can check this in constant
time by inspecting f(e). Now, consider the subcase that h(e) = 1. Then e must be an inter-region
edge of F . In this case, we unmark u resp. v in Fˆ unless that vertex is still incident to an edge e′
in H with h(e′) = 1 after the deletion of e. In case the region R containing u resp. v no longer has
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a marked vertex, we must have that N(R) = 0 and R is a component of H; in this case, the label
of that region is added to L. Finally, we delete e from Fˆ .
Now assume that e was in F and h(e) = 0. Then e must have both endpoints in some region Re.
The deletion of e will split Re into two subregions. Prior to deleting e, we apply FindRegionTree(u)
to Fˆ to get Tu which contains exactly the marked vertices of Re. We obtain T
′
u resp. T
′
v which is
the tree in Tu − {e} containing u resp. v. Using the same procedure as in the implementation of
SplitRegion above, we split Re into two subregions containing T
′
u and T
′
v, respectively, and give
unique labels to each of them. Finally, we delete e from Fˆ .
The remaining case is when e was a non-tree edge. This is handled in the same way as the case
when e was a tree edge and h(e) = 1.
Total time for handling an edge deletion is O(b log n) where b is the number of marked vertices
in Re. We summarize the results above in the following lemma.
Lemma 7. A call to MergeRegion or SplitRegion can be done in O((r+ρ) log n) time where r is
the maximum value N(R) of any region R and ρ is the maximum number of regions; this includes
the time for updating Fˆ , f - and h-bitmaps, and pairs of labels R(e) for edges e ∈ H −F . Updating
these for an edge insertion in H takes O(log n) time and takes O((r + ρ) log n) time for an edge
deletion in H.
Proof. The lemma follows from the above and from the observation that the number of marked
vertices in a region is O(r + ρ).
5.5 Finding minimum-weight connecting edges
We now extend our data structure to support the operation connect(u, v) which, given two vertices
u and v in distinct trees of F , finds a minimum-weight edge of H (if any) connecting these trees.
To support connect(u, v), we introduce a new top tree structure Fˆ ′. Like Fˆ , it contains the
same edge set as F . Each top tree cluster C in Fˆ ′ has as auxiliary data two lists Ledge(C) and
Lregion(C). List Ledge(C) consists of the pairs (e, ℓ) where e is a minimum-weight edge in H−E(F )
with at least one endpoint in C and at least one endpoint in the region with label ℓ. List Lregion(C)
consists of the labels ℓ of regions sharing vertices with C. We implement both lists as red-black
trees where elements are kept in sorted order by their ℓ-value.
If we can maintain Fˆ ′, we can support connect(u, v) as we show in the following. Let Cu
and Cv be the root clusters of Fˆ
′ corresponding to the trees Tu and Tv in F containing u and v,
respectively; identifying these top tree clusters from u and v can be done in O(log n) time. Observe
that if there is a connecting edge for Tu and Tv, a cheapest such edge has one endpoint in Cu and
the other endpoint in a region of Tv. It can be chosen as an edge e of minimum weight over all
pairs (e, ℓ) ∈ Ledge(Cu) where ℓ ∈ Lregion (Cv). Searching in parallel through the two lists in sorted
order, e is identified in O(|Ledge(Cu)|+ |Lregion (Cv)|) = O(ρ) time. Total time for connect(u, v) is
thus O(ρ+ log n).
5.5.1 Maintaining Fˆ ′
It remains to describe how Fˆ ′ is maintained. There are two types of updates to Fˆ ′, topological and
non-topological changes. The topological changes happen when an edge is deleted from or inserted
into Fˆ ′ which causes updates to top tree clusters. The non-topological changes happen when H−F
changes or labels in pairs R(e) are updated for edges e in H − F .
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Topological changes: Supporting a topological change in Fˆ ′ reduces to supporting a sequence of
O(log n) top tree operations create(), join(A,B), and split(C). When a leaf top tree cluster C
for an edge e is constructed with create(), we can obtain L(C) in constant time since the endpoints
of e are incident to only a constant number of edges of H. Supporting split(C) takes O(ρ) time
since we simply remove L(C) which has length O(ρ).
It remains to support join(A,B). For the output top tree cluster C, we compute Lregion(C) by
traversing Lregion(A) and Lregion (B) in parallel in sorted order and merging these into a single list
with duplicates removed. To compute Ledge(C), we similarly merge Ledge(A) and Ledge(B) into a
single list but instead of removing duplicates, we do as follows: if we encounter two elements (e1, ℓ)
and (e2, ℓ) with the same region label ℓ, we only add one of the elements to Ledge(C), namely the
one whose edge has the smaller weight. This correctly computes the auxiliary data for C and takes
O(ρ) time.
It follows that each topological change in Fˆ ′ can be supported in O(ρ log n) time.
Non-topological changes: A non-topological change in Fˆ ′ occurs when a label changes in a
pair R(e) for an edge e ∈ H − F and when an edge is inserted into or deleted from H − F .
Consider first the case where a label in R(e) changes from ℓ to ℓ′ for an endpoint u of some
edge e ∈ H−F . Since Fˆ ′ has constant degree, the number of top tree clusters containing u on each
level in the binary rooted tree representation of Fˆ ′ is O(1) for a total of O(log n) over all levels,
and we can find these top tree clusters in O(log n) time. We process them bottom-up. Let C be
the current top tree cluster. If C is a leaf cluster, we can update its auxiliary data in O(1) time
since H has O(1) degree. Otherwise, let A and B be the child top tree clusters of C. To update
Lregion(C), we search for ℓ in Lregion(A) and Lregion(B). If ℓ is not found in either of the two lists, it
is removed from Lregion(C). We then add ℓ′ to Lregion(C) if it is not already in this list. To update
Ledge(C), we search for an entry of the form (eA, ℓ) in Ledge(A) and an entry of the form (eB , ℓ)
in Ledge(B); in case eA resp. eB is undefined, regard it as a dummy edge of infinite weight. We
remove the entry of the form (eC , ℓ) in Ledge(C) (if any). If at least one of eA and eB is defined, we
add a new pair (e′C , ℓ) to Ledge(C) where e′C is an edge of smaller weight among eA and eB . Similar
operations are done for label ℓ′.
Using standard red-black tree operations to update the lists on each of the O(log n) levels, it
follows that the update to Fˆ ′ caused by a single label change can be supported in O(log2 n) time.
In a similar manner, the update to Fˆ ′ caused by the insertion or deletion of an edge in H − F can
be supported in O(log2 n) time.
From the above observations, we can now bound the time for a call connect(u, v) in Fˆ ′ and for
maintaining Fˆ ′.
Lemma 8. A call connect(u, v) takes O(ρ log n) time where ρ is the maximum number of regions
in a tree of F . Updating Fˆ ′ after a call to MergeRegion or SplitRegion can be done in O(r log2 n)
time where r is the maximum value N(R) of any region R. Updating Fˆ ′ takes O(log2 n) time after
an edge insertion or deletion in H − F , takes O(ρ log n) time after an edge insertion in F , and
takes O(r log2 n+ ρ log n) time after an edge deletion in F .
Proof. The first part of the lemma was shown above.
Neither a call MergeRegion nor a call SplitRegion results in topological changes to Fˆ ′. The
number of label changes for such a call is O(r) and by the above, the corresponding non-topological
changes in Fˆ ′ can be supported in O(r log2 n) time.
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The insertion of deletion of an edge in H − F causes a non-topological change in Fˆ ′ which can
be supported in O(log2 n) time, as shown above. Inserting an edge in F causes a topological change
in Fˆ ′ which we can support in O(ρ log n) time, again by the above.
Deleting an edge e from F causes a topological change in Fˆ ′ which can be supported in O(ρ log n)
time. If h(e) = 0, the deletion of e splits the region Re containing e. This causes O(r) labels to
be updated and the corresponding non-topological changes to Fˆ ′ can be supported in O(r log2 n)
time.
5.6 Keeping regions balanced
We now focus on maintaining regions in such a way that we can simultaneously get good bounds
for the above defined parameters r and ρ. We leave these values unspecified for now since their
optimal choices will be easier to derive later.
5.6.1 Preprocessing
The preprocessing step is as follows. We are given a forest F in H as part of the input such that
the number of non-tree edges is at most h. In O(n+ h) time, we can obtain f - and h-bitmaps and
label pairs R(e) and find a partition into regions such that N(R) ≤ r for each region R and such
that for any region R which is not equal to a component of H, N(R) ≥ r/3. We obtain such a
set of regions by applying Frederickson’s FINDCLUSTERS procedure [4] to each tree in F with the
slight modification that during the construction of regions, instead of keeping track of number of
vertices, the modified procedure keeps track of the number of endpoints of non-tree edges that are
incident to the region currently being built; here, a non-tree edge with both endpoints in a region
contributes a value of 2 to the number of these endpoints.
Each region is given an arbitrary unique label from {1, . . . , n} except regions R where N(R) = 0
and R is a component of H. The list L of unused labels is set up in O(n) time. In time O(n+ h),
we initialize another list L′ consisting of tuples (ℓR, vR, sR) for each label ℓR of a region R where
vR ∈ R is a representative vertex of R, and sR = N(R). We keep these tuples sorted by both
label value and by sR-value and like L, list L′ will be maintained during updates. We implement
L′ using two red-black trees, one for each of the two sorted orders, so that each update to it takes
O(log n) time; to simplify the presentation, we shall simply refer to L′ as a list. It is not hard to
extend the above operations without an increase in running time so that whenever a labeled region
R is updated, its representative vertex vR and sR-value are updated accordingly.
Setting up Fˆ can be done in O(n) time. Within the same time bound, we can set up Fˆ ′,
excluding the time to form auxiliary data for each top tree cluster. The latter can be done in
O(h log2 n) time since the total length of all lists Lregion(C) and Ledge over all top tree clusters C
on a single level of the top tree is O(h) and it takes O(h log n) time to sort them.
5.6.2 Handling updates
Now, consider edge insertions and deletions. For a suitably large constant c (that we leave unspec-
ified for now), our data structure will maintain the following invariants:
Upper bound invariant: N(R) ≤ cr log n for any region R,
Lower bound invariant: N(R) ≥ 13r for any region R which is not equal to a component of H.
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The preprocessing step ensures that both invariants hold initially. The lower bound invariant
implies that at all times, the maximum number of regions in any tree of F is O(h/r).
By Lemmas 7 and 8, updating Fˆ , Fˆ ′, f - and h-bitmaps, and label pairs R(·) after an edge
update in H takes O(r log2 n+ ρ log n) time.
Maintaining the lower bound invariant: An edge update in H may cause the invariants to
be violated. To reestablish them, we first focus on the lower bound invariant. It can be violated
because an edge of H − F is deleted or if an intra-region edge of F is deleted, causing a region to
be split in two.
Consider first the case where an edge e ∈ H − F is deleted. From R(e), we obtain labels
of the at most two regions incident to e. For each such region R, we obtain from its label ℓR
the tuple (ℓR, vR, sR) in L′ and we check if sR = N(R) violates the invariant. If so, we apply
MergeRegion(vR). If R was not merged with any region, R must be a component of H and hence
cannot violate the invariant. Otherwise, we obtain sR′ = N(R
′) and the label ℓR′ for the merged
region R′ together with its representative vertex vR′ with a call to FindRegionTree(uR), and we
replace (ℓR, vR, sR) with (ℓR′ , vR′ , sR′) in L′. Note that R′ cannot violate the lower bound invariant
since the region that R was merged with did not violate it.
Now, consider the case where an intra-region edge e belonging to F is deleted. For each of the
two subregions, R, of the split region, we obtain its label ℓR by applying FindRegionTree to the
endpoint of e in R and from it identify a marked vertex in R; ℓR is obtained from R(e′) for one
of the edges e′ incident to this vertex. In case R contains no marked vertex, it has no incident
non-tree edge and so R must be a component of H in which case it does not violate the invariant.
Otherwise, we proceed as above by applying MergeRegion(vR) to maintain the invariant for R.
The time for the updates above is O(r log2 n+ ρ log n) by Lemmas 7 and 8.
Maintaining the upper bound invariant: Next we focus on maintaining the upper bound
invariant. Note that initially, N(R) ≤ r for each region R. To ensure that N(R) never exceeds r
by more than a logarithmic factor, we employ the following simple greedy procedure. After each
update, find a tuple (ℓR, vR, sR) in L′ with maximum sR-value and apply SplitRegion(vR, r).
Total time per update for applying this greedy procedure is O(r log2 n+ ρ log n). To show that
the greedy procedure maintains the upper bound invariant, we need Lemma 9 below which follows
fairly easily from a result in [16].
First, we need some definitions. For a vector ~v in RN, let ~v[i] denote the ith coordinate of ~v.
We let δ(~v) denote the vector obtained from ~v by replacing ~v[i] with max{~v[i]− r, 0〉 for all i ∈ N.
For two vectors ~v and ~w in RN, we say that ~v dominates ~w if ~v[i] ≥ ~w[i] for all i ∈ N.
Lemma 9. Consider a finite dynamic set of objects distributed into bins b1, b2, . . . such that initially
each bin contains at most r objects and such that each update is of one of the following types:
addtobin(o1, o2, . . .): adds oi objects to bi for i = 1, 2, . . . where
∑∞
i=1 oi ≤ r,
removefrombin(i, k): deletes min{k, ni} objects from bi where ni is the number of objects in bi just
prior to this update,
splitbin: picks a bin bi with maximum number of objects; if bi contains more than r objects, these
objects are distributed into empty bins such that each such bin contains at most r objects after
the update.
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Let k ∈ N be a constant and consider a sequence of n updates such that every subsequence of k
consecutive updates includes at least one call to splitbin. Then at any time during this sequence,
the maximum number of objects in any bin is O(r log n).
Proof. We can view a distribution o1, o2, . . . of objects into bins b1, b2, . . . as the vector 〈o1, o2, . . .〉 ∈
R
N. Now, consider a sequence of n updates such that every subsequence of k consecutive updates
includes at least one call to splitbin. Let ~u0, ~u1, . . . , ~un be the sequence of vectors where ~u0 is the
distribution vector for objects prior to the first update and ~ui is the distribution vector just after
the ith update, i = 1, . . . , n.
We will define a different sequence of distribution vectors ~v0, ~v1, . . . , ~vn such that ~vi dominates
δ(~ui) for i = 0, . . . , n. The initial vector ~v0 is the zero vector ~0; this vector is equal to δ(~u0) and
hence dominates it.
Having defined vectors ~v0, . . . , ~vi−1 dominating δ(~u0), . . . , δ(~ui−1), respectively, we will define a
vector ~vi dominating δ(~ui). If the ith update is addtobin(o1, o2, . . .), we let ~vi = ~vi−1+ 〈o1, o2, . . .〉,
ensuring that ~vi dominates δ(~ui). If the ith update is removefrombin(i, k), we let ~vi = ~vi−1 which
clearly also ensures that ~vi dominates δ(~ui).
Finally, if the ith update is splitbin, let jmax be a coordinate of maximum value in ~vi−1 and let
jmin be a coordinate of value 0 in ~vi−1 (such coordinates must exist). Let bj′max be the bucket which
is split by splitbin. We let ~wi be the vector such that ~wi[j] = ~vi−1[j] for j ∈ N−{jmax, jmin} and
~wi[jmin] = ~wi[jmax] = ⌊12~vi−1[jmax]⌋. Note that for each j ∈ N, δ(~ui)[j] is either equal to δ(~ui−1)[j]
or is equal to 0; this follows since splitbin distributes objects from bj′max into empty buckets so
that each of these buckets contains at most r objects after the update. We define ~vi as ~wi with
coordinates jmax and j
′
max swapped and it follows that ~vi dominates δ(~ui).
For i = 0, . . . , n and for all j ∈ N, we have shown that ~ui[j] ≤ δ(~ui)[j] + r ≤ ~vi[j] + r. The
lemma will thus follow if we can show that each coordinate in ~vi is O(r log n), for i = 0, . . . , n.
Note that the total value added to all coordinates of ~v-vectors is O(r) between two consecutive
splitbin updates or before the first splitbin or after the last splitbin update; this holds since
each such subsequence consists of at most k = O(1) updates. In each of these subsequences, we
can only increase the values of coordinates of these vectors, never decrease them. Each splitbin
update corresponds to the splitting operation from [16] to the piles defined by the ~v-vectors. It
follows from that paper that for i = 0, . . . , n, each coordinate of ~vi is O(r log n), as desired.
By viewing regions as bins and the number of objects in a bin corresponding to a region R as
N(R), it follows from Lemma 9 that our upper bound invariant holds for a sufficiently large constant
c. The lemma actually implies an additional result, namely that an update consisting of a batched
insertion of any number k = O(r) of edges in H −F can be supported while still maintaining both
the upper and lower bound invariants. The lemmas above imply that the time for this operation
plus the time to reestablish the invariants is O(k log2 n+ r log2 n+ ρ log n) = O(r log2 n+ ρ log n).
By setting r =
√
h/ log n and ρ = h/r =
√
h log n, we get the following lemma which may be
of independent interest.
Lemma 10. Let H = (V,EH) be a dynamic n-vertex graph undergoing insertions and deletions of
weighted edges where the initial edge set EH need not be empty and where the number of non-tree
edges never exceeds the value h. Then there is a data structure which after O(n+ h log2 n) worst-
case preprocessing time can maintain a forest F in H in O(
√
h log3/2 n) worst-case time per update
where an update is either inserting an edge in F , deleting an edge in H, the operation connect,
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or a batched insertion of up to Θ(
√
h/ log n) edges in H − F . An arbitrary initial forest F may be
specified as part of the input to the preprocessing algorithm.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3. With Prim’s algorithm implemented with binary heaps,
we can compute the initial MSF F in O((n+h) log n) worst-case time. Setting up the data structure
D of Lemma 10 takes O(n+h log2 n) worst-case time. In O(n) time, a top tree Fˆ for F is set up to
support queries of the form “given vertices u and v in Fˆ , is there a uv-path in Fˆ and if so, what is
the heaviest edge on this path?”. With standard top tree operations, each edge insertion/deletion
and each query in Fˆ can be executed in O(log n) time. In the following, when we refer to updates
in F and H, these updates are applied to D.
Supporting the insertion of an edge e = (u, v) in H is done as follows. First, we query Fˆ with
the pair (u, v). If no uv-path exists, e is inserted in F .
Now, suppose a uv-path does exist in Fˆ and let emax be the heaviest edge on this path that the
query to Fˆ returns. If w(e) ≥ w(emax), e is inserted as a non-tree edge in H. Otherwise, emax is
deleted from F and reinserted as a non-tree edge in H and e is inserted in F .
Supporting the deletion of an edge e fromH is done as follows. First, we apply a delete operation
to delete e from H. If e was in F , connect(u, v) is applied and if an edge is returned, it is inserted
as a tree edge in F .
It follows from Lemma 10 and the above description that F can be maintained in O(
√
h log3/2 n)
worst-case time per update where an update is the insertion of deletion of a single edge in H. It
also follows that a batched insertion that does not change F can be supported within this time
bound as well since all the edges inserted must belong to H − F . This shows Theorem 3.
6 Partitioning a Graph Into Expander Subgraphs
In this section, we prove Theorem 4 from Section 3.1 by giving an algorithm which, given any
non-empty subset W of V of size Ω(n1−ǫ) respecting C, finds a partition X of W satisfying the
requirements in the theorem. To simplify notation, we shall only present the algorithm for the
case where W = V . To generalize this to arbitrary subsets W respecting C, one issue is that the
lower bound on the probability that the algorithm succeeds is of the form 1 − O(1/|W |c) rather
than 1 − O(1/nc). However, since W = Ω(n1−ǫ), we can get a probability of 1 − O(1/nd) for an
arbitrarily big constant d by choosing c = d/(1 − ǫ). We take care of the remaining issues at the
end of this section.
For any θ > 0, define θ+ = θ
3 and its inverse θ− = θ1/3. Spielman and Teng [18] presented a
procedure called Partition with the properties stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 11 ([18]). Let H = (VH , EH) be a graph and let θ > 0. Let S ⊆ VH satisfy VolVH (S) ≤
2
3VolVH (VH) and ΦVH (S) ≤ θ+. Let {Dj} be the sets of cuts output by Partition(H, θ), and let
D = ∪jDj . Then VolVH (D) ≤ 6572VolVH (VH), and the following two properties hold
1. with probability at least 1− 1/|EH |3,
either maxVolVH (Dj) ≥
35
144
VolVH (VH) or VolVH−D(S ∩ (VH −D)) ≤
1
2
VolVH (S),
2. with probability 1− O˜(1/(θ5|EH |3)), ΦVH (D) = O˜(θ).
Partition runs in time O˜(|EH |/θ5).
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This lemma is not quite identical to [18] since they define θ+ as θ
3/(144 ln2(|EH |e4)) whereas
we use the simpler definition θ+ = θ
3. It is easy to see that with this simplification, we only lose
log n-factors in the second condition and in the running time of Lemma 11.
With the definitions in Theorem 4, we shall need a variant of Partition which when applied
to H[W ] ensures that the output cut respects C. This variant, which we refer to as CPartition,
is presented in Lemma 14 below. CPartition applies Partition to a graph H ′[W ] obtained from
H[W ] by replacing H[C] with a sparse 1-expander graph for V (C) for each C ∈ C belonging to W .
Then CPartition modifies the cut (D′,W −D′) output by Partition to a new cut (D,W −D)
respecting C such that if (D′,W −D′) had sufficiently low conductance in H ′[W ] then (D,W −D)
has low conductance in H[W ].
Before presenting Lemma 14, we need Lemma 12 which shows how to efficiently find sparse
1-expander graphs, and we need Lemma 13 which implies that we can modify a cut as sketched
above.
We say that a graph is nowhere dense if there is a constant c such that every subgraph S has
at most c|V (S)| edges.
Lemma 12. Let W be a vertex set of size s and let c > 0 be any given constant. There is an
O(s) worst-case time algorithm constructing a simple graph H for W such that with probability
1−O(1/sc), H is a nowhere dense 1-expander graph for W of max degree O(log s).
Proof. Let d > 0 be a constant integer, to be specified later. In the proof, we shall implicitly
assume that s is larger than d by a sufficiently big constant factor. We consider the algorithm that
in a first phase constructs a simple graph H with vertex set W by adding, for each v ∈W , d edges
all with one endpoint in v and where the ith endpoint is chosen independently and uniformly at
random among the remaining s − i endpoints in W − v, for i = 1, . . . , d. Note that H need not
be simple since it may contain two edges between any given pair of vertices (u, v). In a second
phase, the algorithm replaces each such pair by a single edge (u, v). It is easy to implement the
algorithm to have worst-case running time O(ds) = O(s). Furthermore, any subgraph H ′ of H has
O(d|V (H ′)|) = O(|V (H ′)|) edges; this follows e.g. by observing that the edges of H ′ can be directed
so that each vertex has at most d outgoing edges. Hence, H is nowhere dense. We will show that
for sufficiently large d, H satisfies also the remaining conditions of the lemma.
We first show that w.h.p., H is a 1-expander graph. We will use that for any integers a ≥ b ≥ 0,(
a
b
) ≤ (ae/b)b where we abuse notation and define (a′/0)0 = 1 for a′ ≥ 0. Furthermore, we exploit
the fact that for any t > 0, the real function x 7→ (t/x)x with domain (0,∞) achieves its maximum
at x = t/e with value et/e.
Let k ∈ {1, . . . , ⌊s/2⌋} be given. We show that w.h.p., for every cut where the smaller side
contains exactly k vertices, the number of edges crossing this cut is greater than k. We shall only
count the subset of edges chosen by the first phase of the algorithm when it processes the vertices
on the side of the cut of size k. This number will be a lower bound on the final number of edges
crossing the cut, obtained after the second phase. Hence, in the analysis, we can ignore this second
phase. By a union bound, the probability that at least one cut with one side having size k has
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fewer than k edges crossing it is at most
k∑
i=0
(
1− k + d
s
)i(k
s
)dk−i(dk
i
)(
s
k
)
≤
k∑
i=0
(
k
s
)dk−i(dke
i
)i (se
k
)k
≤
k∑
i=0
(
k
s
)(d−1)k−i(k
i
)i
(de2)k
≤
k∑
i=0
e(d−2)k ln(k/s)ek/e(de2)k
= (k + 1)
(
e−(d−2) ln(s/k)+1/e+2+ln d
)k
.
We now consider two cases, k ≤ √s and k > √s. If k ≤ √s, we get an upper bound on the
probability of
(k + 1)
(
e−
1
2
(d−2) ln(s)+1/e+2+ln d
)1 ≤ se− 12 (d−2) ln s+1/e+2+lnd ≤ e− 12 (d−4) ln s+1/e+2+ln d.
We can choose d sufficiently large so that this is at most s−d/3−1.
Now, assume that k >
√
s. Using the fact that k ≤ s/2, we get an upper bound on the
probability of
(k + 1)
(
e−(d−2) ln 2+1/e+2+ln d
)√s ≤ (e−(d−2) ln 2+1/e+3+ln d)
√
s
.
For sufficiently large constant d, this is also at most s−d/3−1.
Taking a union bound over all choices for k and picking constant d sufficiently big, it follows
that H is a 1-expander graph with probability at least 1− 1/sd/3.
Finally, we show that w.h.p., H has max degree O(log s). Fix a vertex v ∈W and let v1, . . . , vs−1
be an arbitrary ordering of the remaining vertices. Introduce indicator variablesX1, . . . ,Xs−1 where
for i = 1, . . . , s − 1, Xi = 1 iff v is chosen as a random neighbor of vi when the first phase of the
algorithm processes vi. In total, d edges are added from vi. For j = 1, . . . , d, consider the jth
edge added from vi. The probability that its other endpoint is v is 0 if v was already chosen as an
endpoint of one of the previous j− 1 edges or the probability is at most 1/(s− j) ≤ 1/(s− d) since
there are s − j endpoints available for the jth edge. Since we may assume that d ≤ (s + 1)/2, a
union bound gives Pr(Xi = 1) ≤
∑d
j=1 1/(s − d) ≤ 2d/(s − 1) for i = 1, . . . , s− 1.
We observe that variables X1, . . . ,Xs−1 are independent Poisson trials and that X =
∑s−1
i=1 Xi
has expectation µ = E[X] ≤ 2d. Let δ be the value such that 2d ln s = (1 + δ)µ. Note that
1 + δ ≥ ln s. We may assume that e/ ln s ≤ 1/e and a Chernoff bound gives
Pr(X > 2d ln s) = Pr(X > (1 + δ)µ) <
(
e
1 + δ
)(1+δ)µ
≤
( e
ln s
)2d ln s ≤ s−2d.
Observe that v has degree d+X after the first phase and hence degree at most d+X after the second
phase. It follows that with probability at least 1− s−2d, v has degree at most d+2d ln s = O(log s)
after the second phase. A union bound shows that with probability at least 1−s1−2d, H has degree
O(log s).
By a union bound and by picking d ≥ 3c, it follows that with probability 1 − O(1/sc), H is a
simple 1-expander graph of max degree O(log s).
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Lemma 13. Let H and C be as in Theorem 4. Let H ′ be the graph obtained from H by replacing,
for each C ∈ C, the edges of H[C] with a simple nowhere dense 1-expander graph of V (C) with
O(|V (C)|) edges. Then for any subset W of V respecting C and for any cut (S,W − S) of W ,
1. ΦH[W ](S) = O(ΦH′[W ](S)) and if (S,W − S) respects C then ΦH[W ](S) = Θ(ΦH′[W ](S)),
2. ΦH′[W ](S) = O(ΦH[W ](S)n
ǫ),
3. there is an O(|W |) time algorithm which, assuming ΦH′[W ](S) is less than a sufficiently small
constant, obtains from (S,W −S) a cut (S′,W −S′) that respects C such that VolH′[W ](S′) =
Θ(VolH′[W ](S)), VolH′[W ](W − S′) = Θ(VolH′[W ](W − S)), and ΦH′[W ](S′) = O(ΦH′[W ](S)).
Proof. We split the proof into three parts, corresponding to the three cases in the lemma.
Part 1: First note that since every set of C contained in W has size greater than 1 and induces
a connected subgraph of both H[W ] and H ′[W ], every vertex has degree at least 1 in both H[W ]
and H ′[W ]. Since H[W ] has constant degree, we have VolH[W ](S) = Θ(|S|) and VolH[W ](W −S) =
Θ(|W − S|), and since H ′[W ] is nowhere dense, we have VolH′[W ](S) = δH′[W ](S) + Θ(|S|) and
VolH′[W ](W − S) = δH′[W ](S) + Θ(|W − S|).
Now, let C ∈ C be a subset intersecting both sides of (S,W − S). The number of edges of
H[C] crossing (S,W − S) is O(min{|C ∩ S|, |C ∩ (W − S)|}) since H has constant degree. The
number of edges of H ′[C] crossing (S,W − S) is at least min{|C ∩ S|, |C ∩ (W − S)|} since H ′[C]
is a 1-expander graph. Hence, δH[W ](S) = O(δH′[W ](S)).
To show that ΦH[W ](S) = O(ΦH′[W ](S)), we may assume that δH′[W ](S) ≤ min{|S|, |W −
S|} since otherwise, min{VolH′[W ](S),VolH′[W ](W − S)} = δH′[W ](S) + Θ(min{|S|, |W − S|}) =
Θ(δH′[W ](S)), implying that ΦH′[W ](S) = Θ(1) and we trivially have ΦH[W ](S) ≤ 1. We get
ΦH[W ](S) = O
(
δH′[W ](S)
min{|S|, |W − S|}
)
= Θ
(
δH′[W ](S)
δH′[W ](S) + min{|S|, |W − S|}
)
= Θ(ΦH′[W ](S)),
as desired. Now assume that (S,W − S) respects C. Then δH′[W ](S) = δH[W ](S) and note that
δH[W ](S) = O(min{|S|, |W −S|}). Again we may assume that δH′[W ](S) ≤ min{|S|, |W −S|} since
otherwise, min{VolH′[W ](S),VolH′[W ](W −S)} = δH′[W ](S)+Θ(min{|S|, |W −S|}) = Θ(δH′[W ](S))
and min{VolH[W ](S),VolH[W ](W − S)} = Θ(min{|S|, |W − S|}) = Θ(δH[W ](S)) so both ΦH′[W ](S)
and ΦH[W ](S) are Θ(1). We get
ΦH[W ](S) = Θ
(
δH′[W ](S)
min{|S|, |W − S|}
)
= Θ
(
δH′[W ](S)
δH′[W ](S) + min{|S|, |W − S|}
)
= Θ(ΦH′[W ](S)).
Part 2: Let C ∈ C intersect both sides of (S,W − S). The number of edges of H[C] crossing
(S,W −S) is at least 1 since H[C] is connected. The number of edges of H ′[C] crossing (S,W −S)
is O(nǫ) since H ′[C] is sparse. Hence, we have
ΦH′[W ](S) = Θ
(
δH′[W ](S)
δH′[W ](S) + min{|S|, |W − S|}
)
= O
(
nǫδH[W ](S)
min{|S|, |W − S|}
)
= O(nǫΦH[W ](S)),
as desired.
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Part 3: Let C1 ⊆ C consist of the subsets C intersecting both sides of (S,W − S) and |C − S| ≤
|C ∩ S| and let C2 ⊆ C consist of the remaining sets intersecting both sides of (S,W − S). Let
S′ = (S ∪∪C∈C1C)− (∪C∈C2C). Clearly, (S′,W −S′) respects C and can be formed in O(|W |) time.
For each C ∈ C1, the number of edges of H ′[W ] crossing (C ∩ S,C −S) is at least |C − S| since
H ′[C] is a 1-expander graph. Since H[W ] has constant degree and since the edges of H ′[W ] crossing
(C − S, (W − S)− C) all belong to H[W ], the number of such edges is O(|C − S|). Similarly, for
each C ∈ C2, the number of edges of H ′[W ] crossing (C ∩ S,C − S) is at least |C ∩ S| while the
number of edges crossing (C ∩S, S−C) is O(|C ∩S|). It follows that the number of edges of H ′[W ]
crossing (S′,W − S′) is O(ΦH′[W ](S)min{VolH′[W ](S),VolH′[W ](W − S)}).
Next, we consider the volumes of S′ and W − S′ in H ′[W ]. Note that the number of edges of
H ′[W ] crossing (S,W−S) is at least∑C∈C2 |C∩S| and hence∑C∈C2 |C∩S| ≤ ΦH′[W ](S)VolH′[W ](S).
Similarly, the number of edges of H ′ crossing (S,W−S) is at least∑C∈C1 |C−S| so∑C∈C1 |C−S| ≤
ΦH′[W ](S)VolH′[W ](W − S).
Let C ∈ C2. Since H ′[W ] is nowhere dense, we have |H ′[C ∩ S]| = O(|C ∩ S|) and since H
has constant degree, we have δH′[W ](C ∩ S) = O(|C ∩ S|). Combining this gives VolH′[S](C ∩ S) =
O(|C ∩ S|).
We can now bound the volume of S′ in H ′[W ] from below as follows:
VolH′[W ](S
′) = VolH′[W ](S) +
∑
C∈C1
VolH′[W ](C − S)−
∑
C∈C2
VolH′[W ](C ∩ S)
≥ VolH′[W ](S)− δH′[W ](S)−
∑
C∈C2
VolH′[S](C ∩ S)
= VolH′[W ](S)−O(ΦH′[W ](S)VolH′[W ](S) +
∑
C∈C2
|C ∩ S|)
= (1−O(ΦH′[W ](S)))VolH′[W ](S),
and similarly, we get VolH′[W ](W − S′) = (1 − O(ΦH′[W ](S)))VolH′[W ](W − S). Hence, assum-
ing ΦH′[W ](S) is below a sufficiently small constant, we have VolH′[W ](S
′) = Θ(VolH′[W ](S)) and
VolH′[W ](W − S′) = Θ(VolH′[W ](W − S)) and hence ΦH′[W ](S′) = O(ΦH′[W ](S)). This shows the
third part of the lemma.
We are now ready to present our algorithm CPartition.
Lemma 14. Let θ ≥ n−ǫ/2, let c > 0 be a constant, and let H ′, C, and W be as in Theorem 4 and
Lemma 13. Let (S,W −S) be a cut such that VolH′[W ](S) ≤ VolH′[W ](W −S) and ΦH′[W ](S) ≤ θ+.
If θ is less than log−c
′
n for a sufficiently large constant c′, then there is a constant d with 0 < d < 1
and an algorithm CPartition(H ′[W ], θ, c) which outputs a cut (D,W −D) respecting C such that
with probability at least 1−1/nc, we have VolH′[W ](D) ≤ (1−d)VolH′[W ](W ) as well as the following
two conditions:
1. VolH′[W ](D) = Ω(VolH′[W ](S)),
2. ΦH′[W ](D) = O˜(θ).
CPartition runs in worst-case time O˜(|W |/θ5).
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Proof. Before describing CPartition, we first modify Partition(H, θ) from Lemma 11 slightly so
that if every component of H = (VH , EH) has volume at most
1
2VolVH (VH) then a cut D is output
such that 13VolVH (VH) ≤ VolVH (D) ≤ 23VolVH (VH). Such a cut is obtained with a simple O(|H|)
time greedy algorithm that starts with (D,VH −D) = (∅, VH), then considers the components in
order of decreasing volume, and adds the current component to the side of (D,VH−D) with smaller
volume. This cut satisfies the requirements of Lemma 11 and allows us to only use randomization
when |EH | = Θ(|VH |).
Now, we are ready to describe algorithm CPartition(H ′[W ], θ, c). It consists of an outer loop
consisting of C⌈log n⌉ iterations for some constant C > 0 to be specified later. Initially, D = ∅.
In each iteration, the (modified) algorithm Partition(H ′[W ], θ) is called; let D′ be the union
of sets output by this call. If the bound on ΦH′[W ](D
′) in the second property of Lemma 11
does not hold then the next iteration is executed. Otherwise, the algorithm in the third part of
Lemma 13 is applied with D′ playing the role of S, giving a new cut (S′,W − S′) respecting C. If
min{VolH′[W ](S′),VolH′[W ](W−S′)} > VolH′[W ](D), D is updated to the side of the cut (S′,W−S′)
of smaller volume in H ′[W ]. Once all iterations have been executed, the algorithm outputs D and
then halts.
Clearly, the set D output by this algorithm respects C. Since H ′ is nowhere dense, we have
|H ′[W ]| = O(|W |). Excluding the time for obtaining D′, each iteration takes O(|H ′[W ]|) = O(|W |)
time by the third part of Lemma 13. Each call to Partition takes O˜(|E(H ′[W ])|/θ5) = O˜(|W |/θ5)
time and computing the union D′ of sets can clearly be done within this time bound as well. Hence,
the entire algorithm above runs in O˜(|W |/θ5) time.
Let (S,W − S) be a cut with VolH′[W ](S) ≤ VolH′[W ](W − S) and ΦH′[W ](S) ≤ θ+. We need
to show that the two conditions of the lemma are satisfied with probability at least 1− 1/nc. Note
that VolH′[W ](D) can only increase over time and can never be larger than
1
2VolH′[W ](W ). Consider
any iteration and let S′min be the side of (S
′,W −S′) of smaller volume in H ′[W ]. It suffices to show
that for sufficiently large constant C and sufficiently small constant d, the two conditions of the
corollary, with D replaced by S′min, are satisfied with probability at least 1/2 in any given iteration.
Consider an arbitrary iteration and let D′ be the union of set output by Partition(H ′[W ], θ).
By Lemma 11, VolH′[W ](D
′) ≤ 6572VolH′[W ](W ) and the following two properties hold with a certain
probability that we show is at least 1/2:
1. either VolH′[W ](D
′) ≥ 35144VolH′[W ](W ) or VolH′[W−D′](S ∩ (W −D′)) ≤ 12VolH′[W ](S),
2. ΦH′[W ](D
′) = O˜(θ).
The probability that these properties hold is 1 − O˜(1/(θ5|W |3)) due to our modifification to
Partition described above. Since θ ≥ n−ǫ/2 and since |W | = Ω(nǫ), we get a lower bound on
the probability of 1 − O˜(n(5/2−3)ǫ) = 1 − O˜(n−ǫ/2) which is at least 1/2 for n larger than some
constant.
We assume in the following that both of these conditions hold. Since ΦH′[W ](D
′) = O˜(θ) and
since θ < log−c
′
n, picking c′ large enough ensures that ΦH′[W ](D′) is less than a small constant
factor such that the condition in the third part of Lemma 13 is satisfied, with D′ playing the role
of S. Hence, VolH′[W ](S
′) = Θ(VolH′[W ](D′)), VolH′[W ](W − S′) = Θ(VolH′[W ](W − D′)), and
ΦH′[W ](S
′
min) = Θ(ΦH′[W ](D
′)) = O˜(θ).
It remains to show that for suitable constant d ∈ (0, 1) either VolH′[W ](S′min) ≥ dVolH′[W ](W )
or VolH′[W ](S
′
min) = Ω(VolH′[W ](S)). Assume first that VolH′[W ](D
′) ≥ 35144VolH′[W ](W ). Since also
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VolH′[W ](D
′) ≤ 6572VolH′[W ](W ), it follows from the above that VolH′[W ](S′) = Θ(VolH′[W ](W )) and
that
VolH′[W ](W − S′) = Θ(VolH′[W ](W −D′)) = Θ(VolH′[W ](W )−VolH′[W ](D′)) = Θ(VolH′[W ](W )).
Picking d sufficiently small gives VolH′[W ](S
′
min) = min{VolH′[W ](S′),VolH′[W ](W−S′)} ≥ dVolH′[W ](W ).
This shows the desired since dVolH′[W ](W ) = Ω(VolH′[W ](S).
Finally, assume that VolH′[W ](D
′) < 35144VolH′[W ](W ) and VolH′[W−D′](S∩(W−D′)) ≤ 12VolH′[W ](S).
The latter implies that VolH′[W ](D
′) = Ω(VolH′[W ](S)) so by the above, VolH′[W ](S′) = Ω(VolH′[W ](S)).
Hence, if VolH′[W ](S
′) ≤ VolH′[W ](W − S′), we get VolH′[W ](S′min) = Ω(VolH′[W ](S)) as desired. If
VolH′[W ](S
′) > VolH′[W ](W − S′) then since VolH′[W ](D′) ≤ 6572VolH′[W ](W ), we have
VolH′[W ](S
′
min) = VolH′[W ](W − S′) = Θ(VolH′[W ](W −D′)) = Θ(VolH′[W ](W )) = Ω(VolH′[W ](S)),
again showing the desired.
We will give a recursive version of CPartition called RCPartition which w.h.p. outputs our
desired partition X . Let ξ > 0 be a given constant and let τ > 0 be a constant to be specified later.
Let f+ : R+ → R+ be a function mapping a value θ to a value which is Θ˜(θ+) = Θ˜(θ3) so that the
cut output by a call CPartition(H, f+(θ), c) has conductance at most θ+/ log n, assuming the two
conditions in Lemma 14 are satisfied. Let f− = f−1+ be its inverse.
In the following, let H, H ′, and C be as in Theorem 4 and Lemma 13. Pseudocode for
RCPartition can be seen in Figure 5; we assume it has access to H ′ and C. Define θinit =
f
(⌈1/ξ⌉)
− ((n−τ )−). The initial call has parameters W = V , θ = θinit , and d = 1.
RCPartition(W, θ, d, c):
1. let D be the output of CPartition(H ′[W ], θ, c+ 1)
2. if VolH′[W ](D) < n
2τ then return {W}
3. if VolH′[W ](D) > n
1−dξ then return RCPartition(D, θ, d, c) ∪ RCPartition(W −D, θ, d, c)
4. else return RCPartition(W,f+(θ), d+ 1, c)
Figure 5: Pseudocode for the recursive algorithm RCPartition which outputs a partition of V with
the properties stated in Lemma 15.
Lemma 15. Let c > 0, ξ > 0, and τ > 0 be constants where τ ≤ 32ǫ. Algorithm RCPartition(V, θinit , 1, c)
outputs a partition X of V respecting C such that with probability at least 1 − 1/nc, the following
three conditions hold:
1. for every X ∈ X and for every cut (S,X − S) of X where VolH[X](X − S) ≥ VolH[X](S) =
Ω(n2τ ), we have δH[X](S) = Ω(|S|n−τ−ǫ),
2. the number of edges of H between distinct sets of X is n−τ/2O(1/ξ)∑X∈X |X| log(n/|X|), and
3. the worst-case running time of RCPartition(V, θ, 1, c) is O˜(n1+5τ+ξ).
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Proof. By Lemma 14, the output is a partition X respecting C.
We observe that the number of leaves of the recursion tree is O(n1−2τ ) since each leaf corresponds
to a subset of V of size Ω(n2τ ) and the subsets corresponding to all leaves form a partition of V .
Also, the maximum possible value of d in any recursive step is at most 1/ξ = O(1), implying
that the total number of nodes of the recursion tree is O(n1−2τ ). Note that for all values of θ in
the recursive calls, θ > f+(θ). Hence, the upper bound on d implies that in any recursive step,
θ ≥ f (⌈1/ξ⌉)+ (θinit) = (n−τ )−. Since x 7→ x+ is a monotonically increasing function, we thus have
θ+ ≥ ((n−τ )−)+ = n−τ . Since τ ≤ 32ǫ, we also have θ ≥ (n−τ )− = n−τ/3 ≥ n−ǫ/2, as required by
Lemma 14.
The probability that a single call to CPartition in line 1 succeeds to satisfy the conditions in
Lemma 14 is at least 1− 1/nc+1. By a union bound over all nodes in the recursion tree, all calls to
CPartition succeed with probability at least 1− 1/nc. When we show the three conditions below,
we assume that this indeed is the case for every call to CPartition.
Condition 1: Let X ∈ X be given and let (S,X − S) be a cut of X with ΦH[X](S) ≤ c′n−τ−ǫ
in H[X] where VolX(S) ≤ VolX(X − S) and c′ > 0 is a constant specified below. We choose S so
that VolX(S) is maximized over all such cuts (S,X −S); if S does not exist, condition 1 cannot be
violated for set X.
Consider the recursive call where X is output in line 2 and let D be the set computed in line
1 in that recursive call. We have VolH′[X](D) < n
2τ . By Lemma 14, X respects C so by the
second part of Lemma 13, ΦH′[X](S) = O(ΦH[X](S)n
ǫ) = O(c′n−τ ). We choose c′ sufficiently small
so that ΦH′[X](S) ≤ n−τ ≤ θ+. Applying Lemma 14 gives n2τ > VolH′[X](D) = Ω(VolH′[X](S)),
implying that VolH′[X](S) = O(n
2τ ). By the choice of S, we have shown that for any cut in
H[X] of conductance at most c′n−τ−ǫ, one of the two sides of the cut has volume O(n2τ ). This
implies that for any cut (S,X − S) where VolH[X](X − S) ≥ VolH[X](S) = Ω(n2τ ), we have
δH[X](S) = Ω(VolH[X](S)n
−τ−ǫ) = Ω(|S|n−τ−ǫ), showing the first condition.
Condition 2: For each call CPartition(H ′[W ], θ, c + 1), let D be the set output and consider
charging the number of edges of H ′[W ] crossing the cut (D,W −D) evenly to the vertices on the
smaller side of the cut. Then for each X ∈ X , each vertex of X is charged at most log(n/|X|)
times. Since θ decreases with d, the second part of Lemma 14 implies that the amount charged to
the vertex each time is O˜(θinit) = n
−τ/2O(1/ξ) . This shows the second condition.
Condition 3: Consider a fixed node of the recursion tree corresponding to a call RCPartition(W, θ, d, c)
for which line 4 is executed. Let D1, . . . ,Dk be the maximal subsets D ⊂ W for which the two
recursive calls in line 3 are made with the first having input (D, f+(θ), d+ 1, c). We order the sets
such that Di is obtained before Di+1 by the algorithm for i = 1, . . . , k − 1. Note that these are
pairwise disjoint subsets of W . For i = 0, . . . , k, let Si = ∪ij=1Di.
Before showing condition 3, we first show that VolH′[W ](Sk) = O(n
1−dξ). For some constant
C > 1 to be specified below, we may assume that VolH′[W ](W ) > 2Cn
1−dξ and VolH′[W ](Sk) >
Cn1−dξ. We will show how to derive a contradiction when C is sufficiently large.
Consider the largest index k′ ∈ {0, . . . , k−1} for which VolH′[W ](Sk′) ≤ Cn1−dξ < 12VolH′[W ](W ).
For i = 0, . . . , k′, since Di+1 was obtained by a call CPartition(H ′[W − Si], f+(θ), c+ 1), we have
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ΦH′[W−Si](Di+1) ≤ θ+/ log n. Hence
δH′[W ](Sk′+1) ≤
k′∑
i=0
δH′[W−Si](Di+1) ≤
θ+
log n
k′∑
i=0
VolH′[W−Si](Di+1) ≤
θ+
log n
VolH′[W ](Sk′+1).
By the choice of k′ and by Lemma 14, it follows that VolH′[W ](W − Sk′+1) = Θ(VolH′[W ](W )) =
Ω(VolH′[W ](Sk′+1)). Thus, ΦH′[W ](Sk′+1) = O(θ+/ log n) so for n bigger than some constant, we
have ΦH′[W ](Sk′+1) ≤ θ+. By the choice of W , CPartition(H ′[W ], θ, c + 1) gave a set D with
VolH′[W ](D) ≤ n1−dξ. Applying Lemma 14 with Sk′+1 playing the role of S, we can choose constant
C large enough so that VolH′[W ](Sk′+1) < CVolH′[W ](D) ≤ Cn1−dξ, contradicting the choice of k′.
It follows from the above that |Sk| = O(VolH′[W ](Sk)) = O(n1−dξ). We can use this to bound
the number of sets D ⊂W for which the test in line 3 succeeds with parameter d+1. For each such
D, we have D ⊆ Sk and VolH′[W ′](D) > n1−(d+1)ξ for some W ′ ⊆ W . Since H ′ is nowhere dense,
since H has constant degree, and since D respects C, we have |D| = Ω(|E(H ′[D])|+ |δH′ [W ′](D)|) =
Ω(VolH′[W ′](D)) = Ω(n
1−(d+1)ξ) = Ω(|Sk|/nξ) so the number of choices for D is O(nξ).
We have shown that the total number of recursion nodes of the form (W ′, f+(θ), d + 1, c)
with W ′ ⊆ W is O(nξ). The time spent in each of them is dominated by a single call to
CPartition(W ′, f+(θ), c + 1) which by Lemma 14 takes worst-case time O˜(|W ′|/(f+(θ))5) =
O˜(|W |n5τ ). Summing over all choices of W ′, this is O˜(|W |n5τ+ξ). Over all W , this is O˜(n1+5τ+ξ).
Finally, summing over all O(1/ξ) = O(1) choices of d gives a total worst-case running time for
RCPartition(V, θinit, 1, c) of O˜(n
1+5τ+ξ), showing the third condition.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4 from Section 3.1 in the case where W = V . First, we
construct H ′[W ] which by Lemma 12 takes O(|W |) time. We then apply Lemma 15 with τ = ǫ,
γ of the form Cn−2ǫ for suitable constant C, λ = γ1/2O(1/ξ) for suitable hidden constants. Denote
by X ′ the output partition of V . We may assume that the conditions in the lemma are satisfied
since this holds with probability at least 1− 1/nc. Let X be the set of components in H[X ′] over
all X ′ ∈ X ′. Clearly, each set of X respects C and the second and third conditions of Theorem 4
hold with the above substitutions.
To show the first condition, let X ∈ X be given and consider a cut (S,X − S) in X where
VolX(S) ≤ VolX(X−S). We will show that δH[X](S) = Ω(|S|n−2ǫ). Assume first that VolH[X](S) =
Ω(n2τ ) and consider the cut (S,X ′ − S) where X ⊆ X ′ ∈ X ′. By picking the hidden constant
in Ω(n2τ ) sufficiently big, the first condition of Lemma 15 implies that δH[X](S) = δH[X′](S) =
Ω(|S|n−τ−ǫ) = Ω(|S|n−2ǫ)), as desired.
Now assume that VolH[X](S) = O(n
2τ ) = O(n2ǫ). Since H[X] is connected, δH[X](S) ≥ 1 =
Ω(VolH[X](S)n
−2ǫ) = Ω(|S|n−2ǫ), again showing the desired. Hence, H[X] is a γ-expander graph
for suitable choice of constant C, completing the proof of Theorem 4 in the special case where
W = V .
In the general case, W = Ω(n1−ǫ) and replacing n by |W | above, we get γ = Ω(n−2ǫ) and
λ = γ1/2
O(1/ξ)
. This shows Theorem 4.
7 Decremental Maintenance of Expander Graphs
In this section, we present the data structure of Theorem 5. We shall refer to the dynamic graph
as G = (V,E) here rather than H and to simplify notation, we assume it to have n vertices; it is
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easy to see that the problem only becomes easier if there are fewer than n vertices. We require
that G has max degree at most 3, that it is initially a γ-expander graph w.h.p., where γ = Θnǫ(1),
and that the total number of edge deletions in G is at most ∆ = Ω(
√
n). We also require that the
sequence of updates is independent of the random bits used by the data structure. We regard G as
an unweighted graph since its edge weights are not relevant in this section. However, since we will
apply Lemma 10 which assumes an edge weight function, we pick some arbitrary lexicographical
ordering of the edges of G. We shall refer to an FFE structure here as an instance of the data
structure in this lemma and denote it by FFE(H) for a graph H.
7.1 Preprocessing
We start by describing the preprocessing step of our data structure. We may restrict our attention
to the case where the initial graph G is connected as follows. During preprocessing, the data
structure checks if G is connected. If G is not, it cannot be a γ-expander graph and the data
structure simply lets the first set V1 output be equal to V as this will satisfy the conditions in
Theorem 5.
First, for some parameter κ between 1 and n, we apply Frederickson’s FINDCLUSTERS proce-
dure [4] to an arbitrary spanning tree of of G, giving a partition of V into a set C of clusters where
for each C ∈ C, κ ≤ |C| ≤ 3κ, and G[C] is connected; we choose κ = n1/2−Θ(ǫ) where the hidden
constant will be picked sufficiently big (but independent of ǫ which we regard as a variable here)
to make our arguments in this and the next two sections carry through. We compute a spanning
tree T (C) of G[C] for each cluster C. The set C will be dynamic and our data structure maintains
this clustering as well as spanning tree T (C) of each C ∈ C.
Next, we obtain a subset E′ of E by sampling each edge independently with some probability
p to be specified later. We form a subgraph H of G consisting of edge set E′ and of T (C) for
each C ∈ C. We apply Lemma 10 to set up an FFE structure FFE(H) for H where the initial
forest F (H) is a spanning forest of H containing T (C) for each C ∈ C. The purpose of F (H) will
be to certify connectivity of G[V −Wk] where Wk is a subset satisfying the first requirement in
Theorem 5.
Our data structure will maintain a subset X of V respecting C. We require that vertices can
never be added to X, only removed. With high probability, at all times, G[X] is an expander graph
for some later specified expansion factor and H[X] is connected. We initialize X = V .
Finally, we do some additional preprocessing for a procedure called XPrune. Its purpose will
be to “prune” X in each update by removing some clusters from this set such that w.h.p., G[X]
remains an expander graph. We describe this procedure in detail in Section 9; in this section, we
shall regard it as a black box. When an edge e is deleted from G, XPrune(e) will update X and
output the clusters of C that are removed from X. For some later specified value γ′ ≤ γ, we require
the following two properties to hold w.h.p. when XPrune(e) returns:
1. for each C-respecting cut (K,X −K) of X, the number of edges of G[X] crossing (K,X −K)
is at least γ′min{|K|, |X −K|}, and
2. the total size of all clusters output by XPrune over all updates is O(∆/γ).
For now, we require that γ′ = Θnǫ(1).
XPrune will have access to G and C but not to E′ so the updates to X will be independent of
the random bits used to form E′.
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7.2 Updates
Given the above preprocessing, we now describe how to handle updates. The following invariants
will be maintained:
Invariant 1. For each C ∈ C, G[C] contains a spanning tree T (C), |C| ≤ 3κ, and either |C| ≥ κ
or no edge of G[X] leaves C.
Invariant 2. F (H) is a spanning forest of H such that for each C ∈ C, F (H) contains T (C).
7.2.1 Maintaining clusters
Now we describe how to handle an update to G consisting of the deletion of an edge e = (u, v)
such that the invariants above are maintained. For now, we only focus on maintaining clusters and
ignore updates to X. The approach we use is similar to how regions are maintained in Section 5.
We first delete e from G, H, and FFE(H). We then consider two cases:
Edge e is an intra-cluster edge: In this case, e ∈ G[C] for some cluster C ∈ C. If e /∈ T (C), no
further updates are needed and the invariants are maintained, so consider the case when e ∈ T (C).
The deletion of e splits T (C) into two subtrees T (Cu) ∋ u and T (Cv) ∋ v spanning subsets Cu and
Cv of C, respectively. We visit the edges of G[X] incident to T (Cu) to look for a replacement edge
for T (C). If such an edge f is found, C remains a cluster, T (C) is updated to T (Cu)∪T (Cv)∪{f},
and FFE(H) is updated by adding f as a tree edge to F (H).
The remaining case is when no replacement edge for T (C) was found among the edges in G[X].
First, C is removed from C. Next, Cu and Cv are updated; we only describe the update for Cu as
Cv is handled similarly. If |Cu| ≥ κ, Cu becomes a new cluster and is added to C with spanning
tree T (Cu). Otherwise, we look for an edge of G[X] leaving Cu. If no such edge is found, Cu is
added to C with spanning tree T (Cu). Otherwise, let e′ = (u′, v′) be the lexicographically smallest
such edge3 where u′ ∈ Cu and v′ belongs to some other cluster C ′. We form C ′′ = Cu ∪ C ′ and let
T (C ′′) be the spanning tree T (Cu) ∪ T (C ′) ∪ {e′} of C ′′. Note that |C ′′| ≥ κ. If also |C ′′| ≤ 3κ,
we add C ′′ to C. Otherwise, we apply Frederickson’s FINDCLUSTERS to T (C ′′) to partition C ′′ into
O(1) sub-clusters each inducing a subtree of T (C ′′) and each of size between κ and 3κ. We replace
Cu and C
′ with these sub-clusters in C.
It is easy to see that the above satisfies Invariant 1. To satisfy Invariant 2, we do as follows. If
a replacement edge f was found for T (C) in the above procedure, we add it to F (H). Otherwise,
if C ′′ could be formed when processing Cu above, we add e′ to F (H). This may create a cycle in
F (H) in which case we delete an inter-cluster edge incident to C ′′ belonging to this cycle. A similar
update is done when processing Cv.
At this point, it may happen that F (H) is no longer a spanning forest of H[X]. We apply
connect(u, v) to FFE(H) and if a reconnecting edge is found, it is added to F (H).
Edge e is an inter-cluster edge: This case is handled in the same way as above except that C
remains unchanged.
It is easy to see that the above satisfies the invariants. Note that since the procedure above
only looks for reconnecting edges in G[X], a cluster not in C(X) can never be merged with another
3This particular choice of e′ is not important and is mainly made to emphasize that at any step, the clusters of C
do not depend on the random bits used to form E′.
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cluster, it can only be split into smaller clusters and these will never intersect X. In particular,
vertices will never be added to X, satisfying our requirement above.
7.2.2 Updating X
We now present the entire data structure for handling updates which, in addition to maintaining
clusters, also supports updates to X with the procedure XPrune. At all times, X respects C and
this procedure implicitly maintains X by maintaining the set C(X) of clusters of C contained in X.
The data structure maintains a subset C′ of C which is initialized to be empty during prepro-
cessing. This set can be regarded as a buffer of clusters whose vertex sets are waiting to be output
in subsets Vk in Theorem 5. At all times, C′ ⊆ C − C(X).
Now consider an update consisting of the deletion of an edge e = (u, v) from G. We split the
update into two phases where the first phase takes place prior to e being deleted and the second
phase starts with the deletion of e.
Phase 1: We check if C′ is empty. If not, we continue with Phase 2. Otherwise, we first re-
move from H and FFE(H) every edge (u′, v′) ∈ E′ incident to a cluster of C − C(X) and apply
connect(u′, v′) in FFE(H) to maintain Invariant 2. Then we check if F (H) contains a tree spanning
X. If not, we output V and halt, skipping Phase 2.
Phase 2: At the beginning of Phase 2, either C′ is non-empty or F (H) contains a tree spanning
X. We first apply the procedure described above for updating clusters. If a cluster C ∈ C′ is split
into two sub-clusters in this procedure, they replace C in C′; note that clusters in C′ can never be
merged since C′ ⊆ C − C(X). Let Tu and Tv be the trees of F (H) containing u and v, respectively,
after this update. If Tu 6= Tv, we set We to be the smaller of the two sets V (Tu) and V (Tv);
otherwise, We = ∅. We then execute XPrune(e) which updates C(X) and outputs a subset Ce of
clusters; we update C′ ← C′∪Ce. Next, we remove a subset C′e of clusters from C′ whose total vertex
size is between n1/2−4ǫ and n1/2−4ǫ + 3κ; if the total size of clusters in C′ is less than n1/2−4ǫ, we
set C′e = C′, thereby emptying C′. Note that by Invariant 1, C ′e is well-defined. Finally, we output
Ve = ∪C∈C′eC ∪We.
7.2.3 Correctness
We now show that the update procedure described above satisfies the requirements of Theorem 5
except that we delay the bound on running time until later.
Lemma 16. For suitable sets Wk, the procedure above satisfies the first requirement of Theorem 5.
Proof. We may assume that V is not output in Phase 1 of any update since if such an update k
exists, we can simply pick Wk′ = V for every k
′ ≥ k and we only need to focus on updates k′ < k.
We shall denote the set X resp. C′ at the beginning of an update k by X(k) resp. C′(k) and denote
the set We formed in update k by We(k).
Now, consider an update k and let k′ ≤ k be the latest update for which C′(k′) = ∅; note that
k′ exists since C′ is empty at the beginning of the first update. We show that Wk = (V −X(k′)) ∪⋃
k′≤k′′≤kWe(k
′′) satisfies the first requirement of Theorem 5.
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Since C′(k′) = ∅, every vertex of V −X(k′) has been output in updates prior to k′. Furthermore,
We(k
′′) is output in update k′′ for k′ ≤ k′′ ≤ k. Hence, Wk is contained in the union of sets output
during the k first updates.
It remains to show that G[V −Wk] is connected at the end of update k. At the end of Phase 1
of update k′, F (H) contains a tree spanning X(k′). Hence, at the end of update k, F (H) contains
a tree spanning X(k′)−⋃k′≤k′′≤kWe(k′′) = V −Wk. Since F (H) is contained in G, it follows that
G[V −Wk] is connected.
We now consider the second requirement of Theorem 5. We delay the analysis of the running
time until Section 7.3 below and show that w.h.p., each set output has size O(n1/2−4ǫ).
In the following, let N be an integer which w.h.p. is an upper bound on the maximum number
of consecutive updates for which C′ fails to be emptied. Since w.h.p., the total size of all clusters
output by XPrune over all updates is O(∆/γ) and since we output Ω(n1/2−4ǫ) vertices in each
update that does not empty C′, we can pick N = Θ(∆/(γn1/2−4ǫ)) = Θnǫ(∆/
√
n).
Fix sampling probability p = 8cp(lnn)/(γ
′κ) = Θnǫ(1/κ) for a sufficiently large constant cp > 0.
We get the following lemma, showing that the data structure is unlikely to output the entire vertex
set V at the end of Phase 1.
Lemma 17. W.h.p., at the beginning of each update, H[X] is connected.
Proof. We may assume that |C(X)| > 1 since otherwise, H[X] is connected as every cluster in
C(X) is spanned by a tree belonging to H[X]. Given this assumption and since w.h.p., G[X] is
connected by the first property of XPrune, it follows from Invariant 1 that w.h.p., each cluster in
C(X) contains at least κ vertices.
Assume in the following that G initially is a γ-expander graph and that the first property of
XPrune holds after each call to this procedure. We may make these assumptions since they hold
with high probability.
Consider the beginning of some update. If it is the first update then since G[X] = G is a
γ-expander graph, we have in particular that for any C-respecting cut (K,X −K), the number of
edges of E(G[X]) crossing (K,X −K) is at least γmin{|K|, |X −K|} ≥ γ′min{|K|, |X −K|}. If
it is not the first update then since XPrune was executed at the end of the previous update, the
number of edges crossing each such cut is at least γ′min{|K|, |X −K|}.
Updates toX are independent of the sampled edges ofH so for any C-respecting cut (K,X−K),
the expected number of edges of H crossing (K,X −K) is at least pγ′min{|K|, |X −K|}.
Consider a C-respecting cut in X where the smaller side contains k clusters. The expected
number of edges of H crossing the cut is at least pγ′κk = 8cpk lnn. By a Chernoff bound, the
probability that the number of edges of H crossing the cut is less than 4cpk lnn is at most n
−cpk.
The number of C-respecting cuts of X where the smaller side contains k ≥ 1 clusters is less than nk.
A union bound over all such cuts and over all k shows that with probability at least 1− n2−cp, the
number of edges of H crossing any C-respecting cut of X is at least 4cp lnn. In particular, H[X] is
connected with probability at least 1− n2−cp. Picking cp sufficiently large shows the lemma.
We pick κ = n1/2−Θ(ǫ) sufficiently small such that κN = O(n1/2−4ǫ).
Lemma 18. W.h.p., at the end of each update, every tree of F (H) except one has size O(n1/2−4ǫ).
Proof. Assign numbers 1, 2, . . . to the updates in the order they occur. For i ≥ 1, define ti such
that in the beginning of update ti, C′ is empty and such that this happened exactly i − 1 times
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in previous updates. Note that t1 < t2 < · · · and since C′ is empty initially, we have t1 = 1. We
denote by Xi the set X at the start of update ti.
Note that from the start of Phase 2 of update ti until the end of the last update, all inter-cluster
edges of H are contained in G[Xi] so by Invariant 1, all trees of F (H) not in G[Xi] have size O(κ).
Hence, from the end of update ti until the end of update ti+1− 1, we only need to show the lemma
for trees of F (H) contained in Xi. By Invariant 1 and Lemma 17, we may assume that at the
beginning of update ti, each cluster has size Θ(κ).
Consider an update j and pick i such that ti ≤ j < ti+1. With the same arguments as in the
proof of Lemma 17, it follows that at the start of update ti, w.h.p., for every C-respecting cut
(K,Xi −K), the number of edges of G[Xi] crossing (K,Xi −K) is at least γ′min{|K|, |Xi −K|}.
Let Cti resp. Cj+1 be the set C at the start of update ti resp. j +1. Note that Cj+1 is also the set C
at the end of update j.
Now, consider the end of update j and let (K,Xi − K) be a Cj+1-respecting cut where the
smaller side contains k clusters. We have j − ti + 1 ≤ ti+1 − ti ≤ N . Hence, only O(N) clusters of
Cti intersect both sides of (K,Xi −K) since each update changes only O(1) clusters. Let K ′ ⊆ K
be the union of clusters of Cti ∩ Cj+1 contained in K. Note that K ′ contains k − O(N) clusters of
Cti . By the first property of XPrune, the number of edges of G[Xi] that crossed (K ′,Xi −K ′) at
the start of update ti was γ
′(k −O(N))Θ(κ). The number of such edges which have one endpoint
in K ′ and one endpoint in K is O(|K−K ′|) = O(Nκ) so the number of edges of G[Xi] that crossed
(K,Xi − K) at the start of update ti was γ′(k − O(N))Θ(κ). Since no more than N edges have
been deleted since then, there are γ′(k −O(N))Θ(κ) edges of G[Xi] and hence Θ(lnn)(k −O(N))
expected number of edges of H[Xi] crossing (K,Xi −K) at the end of update j.
Using Chernoff bounds as in the proof of Lemma 17, it follows that at the end of update j,
w.h.p., for every Cj+1-respecting cut where the smaller side contains Ω(N) clusters, there is at least
one edge of H crossing this cut.
If at the end of update j there were two trees in F (H) of size ω(κN), there would be a Cj+1-
respecting cut where the smaller side contains ω(N) clusters and where no edge of H crosses this
cut which by the above only occurs with low probability. The lemma now follows since κN =
O(n1/2−4ǫ).
We can now show that the size bound in the second requirement of Theorem 5 holds.
Lemma 19. W.h.p., for each update, the set output in Phase 2 has size O(n1/2−4ǫ).
Proof. By Lemma 17, w.h.p., sets are only output in Phase 2. Consider an execution of this phase
when an edge e is deleted. By Invariant 1, the size of each subset ∪C∈C′eC is O(n1/2−4ǫ). Note
that when We is formed, F (H) does not change for the rest of the update. Hence, at the end of
the update, if We is not empty, it must be the vertex set of some tree of F (H) and because of the
way we choose We, this cannot be the tree with the most vertices. Lemma 18 then implies that
|We| = O(n1/2−4ǫ).
7.3 Implementation and performance
We now give the implementation details for the data structure of this section and analyze its
preprocessing and update time. The implementation and analysis of the performance of XPrune is
delayed until Section 9.
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By Lemma 10, the preprocessing can be done in O˜(n) worst-case time. We shall maintain C′ as
a linked list so that each insertion/deletion of a cluster in this list takes O(1) time. In the following,
we focus on an update consisting of the deletion of an edge e.
Phase 1: Observe that at all times, the edges of H that do not belong to F (H) must all belong
to sampled set E′ and w.h.p., |E′| = O(np) = Onǫ(n/κ). Thus, by Lemma 10, w.h.p. each update
to FFE(H) can be done in Onǫ(
√
n/κ) = Onǫ(n
1/4) worst-case time.
By the second property of XPrune, w.h.p., the total number of vertices in clusters of C − C(X)
is O(∆/γ). Since updates to X are independent of E′, w.h.p., the expected number of edges of E′
incident to these clusters is O(p∆/γ). By a Chernoff bound, w.h.p. the actual number of such edges
is O˜(p∆/γ). For each cluster C ∈ C, we shall maintain a linked list of the edges of E′ incident to
C; this can easily be done in O(κ) time per update since a single update only affects O(1) clusters.
By the first property of XPrune, w.h.p., in every update, each cluster of C(X) has size Θ(κ).
Hence, w.h.p., for any execution of Phase 1 where C′ is empty, the number of clusters of C − C(X)
that have not been processed in a previous such execution is O(∆/(γκ)+N). If we use the edge-lists
associated with clusters, we can identify the edges of E′ incident to clusters of C − C(X) in worst-
case time O˜(∆/(γκ) +N + p∆/γ) = Onǫ(∆/
√
n) with high probability. By the above, w.h.p. the
total worst-case time for updating F (H) is O˜((p∆/γ)
√
np) = Onǫ(∆/n
1/4).
In order to detect if F (H) contains a tree spanningX, we shall maintain |C−C(X)| as well as the
number of trees in F (H). This can easily be done within the above time bounds. We observe that
after the update of F (H), the number of trees in F (H) is equal to |C −C(X)|+1 iff F (H) contains
a tree spanning X. Hence, detecting whether the latter holds takes constant time. By Lemma 17,
we can afford to spend linear time to output V since this case occurs with low probability.
Combining all of the above, it follows that w.h.p., Phase 1 can be executed in Onǫ(∆/n
1/4)
worst-case time.
Phase 2: Each execution of the procedure in Section 7.2.1 can easily be done in O(κ) time plus the
time to execute an operation in F (H) where an operation is either detecting a cycle when inserting
an edge in F (H) or the operation connect in FFE(H). The latter takes O˜(
√
np) = Onǫ(n
1/4)
worst-case time. With the notation in Section 7.2.1, if adding e′ creates a cycle in F (H), we can
identify the inter-cluster edge on the cycle incident to C ′′ in O(log n) time by maintaining a top
tree for F (H) which supports the operation of finding the first inter-cluster edge on a path between
two query vertices; inter-cluster edges of F (H) are marked in the top tree and finding the nearest
marked node is an operation that such a data structure supports. A top tree can also be used to
maintain the vertex size of each tree in F (H) in O(log n) time. By Lemma 18, w.h.p. the set We
can thus be formed in O(n1/2−4ǫ) time.
We can easily maintain the size of each cluster within the time bounds above so extracting set
C′e from C′ can be done in O(n1/2−4ǫ+κ) = O(n1/2−4ǫ) worst-case time. It now follows that w.h.p.,
Phase 2 can be executed in O(n1/2−4ǫ)+Onǫ(n1/4) worst-case time, excluding the time for XPrune.
Total time for both phases is thus O(n1/2−4ǫ) + Onǫ(∆/n1/4) which is within the time bound of
Theorem 5.
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8 Low-conductance Cuts and Sparsification
In this section, we show Corollary 3 which will be needed in the next section. It shows a result
somewhat similar to Karger [12] but for conductance instead of cut values. The corollary is a bit
technical but it roughly implies that in order to find low-conductance cuts in a graph, it suffices to
look for them in a sparse sampled representative of this graph. First we need the following lemma.
Lemma 20. Given c > 0, κ ≥ 1, and ρ ≤ 1, let GC = (C, EC) be an n-vertex multigraph with a
finite number of edges and degree at least κρ. Let G′C = (C, E′C) be the multigraph obtained from GC
by sampling each edge independently with probability p = min{1, (12c + 24)(1/(ρ2κ)) ln n}. Then
with probability 1−O(1/nc), for every cut (S, C − S) in C,
1. if ΦGC(S) ≥ ρ then ΦG′C(S) deviates from ΦGC(S) by a factor of at most 4, and
2. if ΦGC(S) < ρ then ΦG′C(S) ≤ 6ρ.
Proof. We may assume that p < 1. Let c′ = 12c + 24 so that p = c′(1/(ρ2κ)) ln n. Let positive
integer k ≤ ⌊n/2⌋ be given. Consider a cut (S, C − S) in C where the smaller side has size k. Let
Sv ∈ {S, C − S} resp. S′v ∈ {S, C − S} be a side of the cut with minimum volume in GC resp. G′C .
Let µδ = E[δG′
C
(Sv)] = pδGC (Sv), µv = E[VolG′C(Sv)] = pVolGC (Sv), and µ
′
v = E[VolG′
C
(S′v)] =
pVolGC(S
′
v). By the degree lower bound,
µv ≥ pkκρ = (c′k/ρ) ln n.
Assume first that ΦGC(S) ≥ ρ. Since µv ≥ c′k lnn, a Chernoff bound implies that the probability
that VolG′
C
(Sv) deviates by at most a factor of 2 from µv is at least 1 − 2e−µv/12 ≥ 1 − 2n−c′k/12.
Similarly, VolG′
C
(S′v) deviates by at most a factor of 2 from µ′v with probability at least 1−2n−c
′k/12.
We have
µδ = p(VolGC(Sv)ΦGC(Sv)) = µvΦGC(Sv) = µvΦGC(S) ≥ c′k lnn.
By a Chernoff bound, the probability that δG′
C
(Sv) deviates from µδ by at most a factor of 2 is at
least 1−2n−c′k/12. A union bound then implies that all three Chernoff bounds hold with probability
at least 1− 6n−c′k/12, in which case
1
4
ΦG′
C
(S) =
δG′
C
(Sv)
4VolG′
C
(S′v)
≤ 2pδGC (Sv)
4p2VolGC(S
′
v)
≤ 2pδGC (Sv)
4p2VolGC(Sv)
= ΦGC(S) ≤
2
p · δG′C (Sv)
1
2pVolG′C(Sv)
≤ 4δG
′
C
(S′v)
VolG′
C
(S′v)
= 4ΦG′
C
(S).
Hence, if ΦGC(S) ≥ ρ then the first condition of the lemma holds for cut (S, C −S) with probability
at least 1− 6n−c′k/12.
Now assume that ΦGC(S) < ρ. Using the observations above and the fact that µv ≤ µ′v, we can
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bound the probability that ΦG′
C
(S) is greater than 6ρ by
Pr(ΦG′
C
(S) > 6ρ) = Pr(δG′
C
(Sv) > 6VolG′
C
(S′v)ρ)
= Pr(δG′
C
(Sv) > 6VolG′
C
(S′v)ρ ∧ µ′v ≤ 2VolG′
C
(S′v)) +
Pr(δG′
C
(Sv) > 6VolG′
C
(S′v)ρ ∧ µ′v > 2VolG′
C
(S′v))
≤ Pr(δG′
C
(Sv) > 6VolG′
C
(S′v)ρ ∧ µv ≤ 2VolG′
C
(S′v)) + Pr(µ
′
v > 2VolG′
C
(S′v))
≤ Pr(δG′
C
(Sv) > 3µvρ ∧ µv ≤ 2VolG′
C
(S′v)) + 2n
−c′k/12
≤ Pr(δG′
C
(Sv) > 3µvρ) + 2n
−c′k/12.
We will use a Chernoff bound to show that Pr(δG′
C
(Sv) > 3µvρ) = O(n
−c′k/12). Pick real
number δ such that 3µvρ = (1 + δ)µδ. Since µδ/µv = ΦGC(S) < ρ, we have 1 + δ > 3 and hence
δ > 2. Furthermore, it follows from the above that (1 + δ)µδ = 3µvρ ≥ 3c′k lnn and a Chernoff
bound now shows that
Pr(δG′
C
(S) > 3µvρ) = Pr(δG′
C
(S) > (1 + δ)µδ) <
(
eδ
(1 + δ)1+δ
)µδ
<
(e
3
)(1+δ)µδ ≤ (e
3
)3c′k lnn
< n−c
′k/12,
as desired. We conclude that Pr(ΦG′C (S) > 6ρ) ≤ 3n−c
′k/12.
Combining all of the above, it follows that with probability at least 1 − 6n−c′k/12, (S, C −
S) satisfies the first condition of the lemma when ΦGC(S) ≥ ρ and the second condition when
ΦGC(S) < ρ. The number of cuts of C where the smaller side has size k is at most nk. By a
union bound, the probability that the conditions of the lemma hold for all such cuts is at least
1− 6nk−c′k/12 = 1− 6nk(1−(12c+24)/12) = 1− 6nk(−c−1) ≥ 1− 6n−c−1. The lemma now follows by a
union bound over all k ≤ ⌊n/2⌋.
Corollary 3. Let G = (V,E) be an n-vertex graph of max degree d, let c > 0 be a constant and
let κ ≥ 1, and ρ ≤ 1 be given. Let C be a clustering of V such that for each C ∈ C, κ ≤ |C| ≤ 3κ
and G[C] is connected. Let GC be the multigraph (C, EC) where EC is the set of edges of E between
distinct clusters of C and assume that GC has min degree at least κρ. Let G′C = (C, E′C) be the
multigraph obtained from GC by sampling each edge independently with probability p = min{1, (12c+
24)(1/(ρ2κ)) ln n}. Then with probability 1−O(1/|C|c), the following holds for every cut (S, C −S)
in C:
1. if ΦG′
C
(S) ≤ ρ′ then ΦG(∪C∈SC) ≤ 4ρ′ for any ρ′ ≥ ρ/4, and
2. if ΦG′
C
(S) > 6ρ then ΦG(∪C∈SC) ≥ ρ3/(9d3).
Proof. Let ρ′ ≥ ρ/4 be given. By Lemma 20, with probability 1−O(1/|C|c), for every cut (S, C−S)
in C, if ΦG′
C
(S) ≤ ρ′ then ΦGC(S) ≤ 4ρ′ and if ΦG′C(S) > 6ρ then ΦGC(S) ≥ ρ. Assume that this
property holds in the following.
Let (S, C − S) be a cut in C such that ΦG′
C
(S) ≤ ρ′ and let SG = ∪C∈SC. Assume w.l.o.g. that
VolG(SG) ≤ VolG(V − SG). The first part of the corollary follows from
ΦG(SG) =
δG(SG)
VolG(SG)
=
δGC (S)
VolG(SG)
≤ δGC (S)
VolGC(S)
≤ ΦGC(S) ≤ 4ρ′.
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For the second part, assume instead that ΦG′
C
(S) > 6ρ. Since each cluster is incident to no
more than 3dκ edges of E and since it has degree at least κρ when viewed as a vertex in GC , we
get
VolG(SG) ≤ |S| · 3dκ ≤ VolGC (S)
κρ
· 3dκ = 3dVolGC (S)
ρ
,
and similarly VolG(V − SG) ≤ 3dVolGC (C − S)/ρ. Since G[C] is connected for each C ∈ C, each
vertex of G has degree at least 1 so
VolGC(S) ≤ d|SG| ≤ dVolG(SG) ≤ dVolG(V − SG) ≤
3d2VolGC(C − S)
ρ
.
It follows that min{VolGC (S),VolGC(C − S)} ≥ ρVolGC (S)/(3d2) and hence,
ΦG(SG) =
δGC(S)
VolG(SG)
≥ ρδGC(S)
3dVolGC (S)
≥ ρ
2ΦGC(S)
9d3
≥ ρ
3
9d3
,
as desired.
9 The XPrune Procedure
In this section, we present the procedure XPrune which we used as a black box in Section 7. It
makes use of a new dynamic version of the procedure Nibble of Spielman and Teng [18] so before
moving on, we will introduce some notation used in their paper as well as the procedure Nibble.
When we refer to vectors in the following, we assume that each of them has an entry for each
vertex in a graph that should be clear from context. We denote by d(S) the sum of degrees of
vertices in a subset S and we write d(v) instead of d({v}) for a vertex v. Let A be the adjacency
matrix for the graph, let D be the diagonal matrix where entry (i, i) is the degree of the ith vertex,
and let I be the identity matrix of the same dimensions as A and D. We define the matrix P by
P = (AD−1 + I)/2.
For a graph H and for a vertex s ∈ V (H), let χs be the vector with an entry for each vertex
in V (H) where χs(s) = 1 and χs(v) = 0 for all v 6= s. For a vector p and for ε > 0, define the
truncation operation [p]ε by
[p]ε(v) =
{
p(v) if p(v) ≥ 2εd(v),
0 otherwise.
9.1 The Nibble procedure
Pseudocode for Nibble(H, s, θ, b) can be seen in Figure 6. It calculates truncated probability
distributions for t0 steps of a random walk in H starting in vertex s where in each step, the walk
stays in the current vertex with probability 1/2 and otherwise goes to one of the adjacent vertices
with equal probability. It then derives from one of these truncated probability distributions a
low-conductance cut, assuming a suitable starting vertex s is chosen.
In this section, we define θ+ = θ
3/(144 ln2(3ne4)) and we shall implicitly assume that each
graph contains at most 3n edges, as is the case for G. Spielman and Teng [18] showed the following
property of Nibble.
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Procedure Nibble(H, s, θ, b)
1. set p˜0 ← χs
2. set t0 ← 49 ln(|E(H)|e4)/θ2 and ǫb ← θ/(56 ln(|E(H)|e4)t02b)
3. for t← 1 to t0
4. set p˜t ← [P p˜t−1]ǫb
5. compute a permutation π˜t of V (H) such that for all i, p˜t(π˜t(i)) ≥ p˜t(π˜t(i+ 1))
6. if there exists a j˜ such that
7. • ΦV (H)(π˜t({1, . . . , j˜})) ≤ θ,
8. • p˜t(π˜t(j˜)) ≥ 5θ/(392(ln(|E(H)|e4))VolV (H)(π˜t({1, . . . , j˜}))), and
9. • 56VolV (H) ≥ VolV (H)(π˜t({1, . . . , j˜})) ≥ 572b−1,
10. then output C ← π˜t({1, . . . , j˜}) and halt
11. return failed
Figure 6: Pseudocode for procedure Nibble. It is assumed that vertices in V (H) are indexed from
1 to |V (H)|.
Lemma 21 ([18]). Let H be a graph. For each θ ≤ 1 and for each S ⊆ V (H) satisfying
VolV (H)(S) ≤
2
3
VolV (H)(V (H)) and ΦV (H)(S) ≤ 2θ+,
there is a subset Sg ⊆ S such that VolV (H)(Sg) ≥ VolV (H)(S)/2 and this subset can be decomposed
into sets Sgb for b = 1, . . . , ⌈lg(E(H))⌉ such that for each b and any s ∈ Sgb , Nibble(H, s, θ, b)
outputs a vertex set C such that
1. ΦV (H)(C) ≤ θ,
2. 472
b−1 ≤ VolV (H)(C ∩ S), and
3. VolV (H)(C) ≤ 56VolV (H)(V (H)).
For all b, Nibble can be implemented to run in worst-case time O(2b ln4(E(H))/θ5).
We will not need the full strength of this result but only the following simpler corollary.
Corollary 4. Let H be a graph of max degree at most dmax. For each θ ≤ 1 and for each S ⊆ V (H)
with ΦV (H)(S) ≤ 2θ+, there is an s ∈ V (H) and an integer b ∈ {1, . . . , ⌈lg(E(H))⌉} such that in
worst-case time O˜(2b/θ5), Nibble(H, s, θ, b) outputs a vertex set C of size between Ω(2b/dmax) and
O˜(2b/θ3) with ΦV (H)(C) ≤ θ. Furthermore, for any s and b, if Nibble(H, s, θ, b) outputs a set, this
set has size between Ω(2b/dmax) and O˜(2
b/θ3) and has conductance at most θ in H.
Proof. We may assume that VolV (H)(S) ≤ 12VolV (H)(V (H)) since if this does not hold, we can
redefine S to be V (H) − S. Then S satisfies the requirements of Lemma 21 which for suitable s
and b gives a set C with ΦV (H)(C) ≤ θ and |C| ≥ VolV (H)(C ∩ S)/dmax ≥ 472b−1/dmax. It follows
from the pseudocode in Figure 6 that each vertex of C has a positive p˜t-value when Nibble halts
and hence by the truncation operation, this value is at least 2ǫb (we may assume that each such
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vertex has degree at least 1). Since the total truncated probability mass is at most 1, it follows
that |C| ≤ 1/(2ǫb) = O˜(2b/θ3). The last part of the corollary also follows from Lemma 21 and from
analyzing the pseudocode in Figure 6.
We need the following result which was shown in [18].
Lemma 22 ([18]). Let s be a vertex of a connected graph H, let b > 0 and t ≥ 0 be integers and
let 0 < θ ≤ 1. Let p˜t be the probability distribution found by iteration t of Nibble(H, s, θ, b). Let
pt be the probability distribution found by the variant of Nibble(H, s, θ, b) which does not truncate
probabilities, i.e., line 4 is replaced by p˜t ← P p˜t−1. Then p˜t ≤ pt.
We say that Nibble visits an edge e = (u, v) if in some step, it sends a non-zero amount of
probability mass along e, i.e., if p˜t−1 has a non-zero entry for either u or v (or both) in some
execution of line 4 in Figure 6. The next lemma bounds the number of edges visited by Nibble.
This is key to making Nibble work efficiently in our dynamic setting.
Lemma 23. Let e be an edge of an n-vertex connected graph H. Then the number of vertices s
for which Nibble(H, s, θ, b) visits e is O(2b(log3 n)/θ5).
Proof. We first consider probability distributions for random walks defined by matrix P where
no truncation occurs. Let Pr(u,w, t) denote the probability of reaching vertex w in t steps in a
random walk in H from vertex u where in each step, the walk remains in the current vertex with
probability 1/2 and otherwise goes to one of the incident vertices with equal probability. Given
s0, w ∈ V and integers T ≥ t ≥ 0, Pr(s0, w, T ) =
∑
s∈V Pr(s0, s, T − t) Pr(s,w, t). It is well-known
that in a connected graph H ′, when the number of steps in a random walk from any starting
vertex approaches infinity, the probability distribution for this walk converges to the stationary
distribution in which the probability mass at each vertex x is d(x)/d(V (H ′)). Hence,
d(w)
d(V (H))
= lim
T→∞
Pr(s0, w, T ) = lim
T→∞
∑
s∈V
Pr(s0, s, T − t) Pr(s,w, t) =
∑
s∈V
d(s)
d(V (H))
Pr(s,w, t),
implying that d(w) =
∑
s∈V (H) d(s) Pr(s,w, t).
Let u and v be the endpoints of e. Nibble visits e if at some point it sends probability mass along
e either from u to v or from v to u; we shall only bound the number of starting vertices for which the
former happens since the same argument applies for the latter. By Lemma 22, Nibble(H, s, θ, b)
only sends probability mass from u to v along e if there is a t such that Pr(s, u, t) ≥ 2ǫbd(u). Let
St = {s ∈ V (H)|Pr(s, u, t) ≥ 2ǫbd(u)}. Since H is connected and contains at least two vertices, it
has min degree at least 1. The above then implies that the number of starting vertices s for which
Nibble(H, s, θ, b) sends probability mass from u to v along e is at most
∣∣∣∣∣
t0⋃
t=1
St
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
t0∑
t=1
|St| ≤
t0∑
t=1
∑
s∈St
d(s) ≤
t0∑
t=1
∑
s∈St
d(s) Pr(s, u, t)
2ǫbd(u)
≤ t0
2ǫb
= O(2b(log3 n)/θ5).
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9.2 Preprocessing
We are now ready to present XPrune(e). Pseudocode can be seen in Figure 7. In this subsection,
we describe the preprocessing needed by this procedure.
In the following, we pick θ = γ/96 = Θnǫ(1) and γ
′ = θ3+/38 = Θnǫ(1). Note that our previous
constraints in Section 7.1 that γ′ ≤ γ and γ′ = Θnǫ(1) are satisfied.
Next, let ρ = 13θ+ = Θnǫ(1) and let p = Θ((lnn)/(θ
2
+κ)) = Θnǫ(1/κ) be the probability from
Corollary 3. Furthermore, let dmax = 6pκ = Θnǫ(1) and let bmax be the largest integer b such that
the size lower bound in Corollary 4 is at most 64∆/(γκ). Note that bmax = lg(Θnǫ(∆/κ)). Finally,
let hmax = ⌈64∆/(γκ)⌉ = Θnǫ(∆/κ).
In the following, let multigraph GC be defined as in Corollary 3. For i = 1, . . . , hmax, we form a
multigraph with vertex set C by sampling each edge of GC independently with probability p. Let H
denote a list of the hmax graphs obtained. By Invariant 1 in Section 7.1, each vertex of each graph
of H has expected degree at most 3pκ so by a Chernoff and a union bound, w.h.p. each graph in
H has max degree at most dmax.
We shall assume that at any point during the sequence of updates, each graph in H is simple
so that Nibble can be applied to it. Furthermore, we assume that no edge deletion disconnects
a spanning tree T (C) (see Section 7.1) of a cluster C ∈ C. We later show how to get rid of these
assumptions.
The following preprocessing is done for each graph HC ∈ H and for b = 1, . . . , bmax. For each
s ∈ V (HC), we run Nibble(HC, s, θ, b) and store the set Eb(s,HC) of edges of HC visited by this call.
Having executed these calls, we then obtain and store dual sets Sb(e,HC) consisting of all s such
that e ∈ Eb(s,HC). For each s ∈ V (HC), we store a bit indicating whether s is b-active or b-passive
(in HC); we say that s is b-active if Nibble(HC, s, θ, b) outputs a set. Otherwise, s is b-passive.
Next, we check the condition in line 4 of XPrune for each HC ∈ H and each C ∈ C. If the
condition is satisfied, we mark C as a low-degree cluster in graph HC. We keep these low-degree
clusters in a linked list L(HC) which will be maintained during updates.
The Eb-sets, their duals Sb, and the list L(HC) will only become relevant later on when we focus
on the implementation and show how the tests in lines 4 and 7 can be done efficiently.
9.3 Correctness
We now show that the two properties of XPrune in Section 7.1 hold. Lemma 25 below implies the
second property of XPrune. To show this lemma, we first need the following result.
Lemma 24. W.h.p., in each execution of the while-loop of XPrune(e), GC [C(X)] has min degree at
least 13κθ+ = κρ in line 7, and at the beginning of line 5 C has degree less than 3κθ+ in GC [C(X)].
Proof. Procedure XPrune maintains the invariant that in every execution of line 3, the edges of HC
are sampled independently of the updates to X thus far. This follows since every time we update
X, we remove HC from H while the updates to X have been done independently of the remaining
graphs in H.
Consider a single iteration of the while-loop and consider some cluster C ∈ C(X) in line 3. Let
δ denote its degree in GC [C(X)] and assume first that δ < 13κθ+. We will show that w.h.p., line 7
is not reached in the current iteration of the while-loop. By the above, the expected degree of C in
HC [C(X)] is δp < 13κθ+p and a Chernoff bound implies that w.h.p., the actual degree in HC[C(X)]
is less than κθ+p. Thus, w.h.p., line 7 is not reached in this iteration of the while-loop.
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XPrune(e):
1. for each graph HC ∈ H, HC ← HC − {e}
2. while H 6= ∅
3. let HC be the first graph in H
4. if ∃C ∈ C s.t. the number of edges of HC leaving C is less than κθ+p
5. update C(X)← C(X)− {C}
6. H ← H− {HC}
7. else if ∃b ∈ {1, . . . , bmax}∃s ∈ V (HC) s.t. Nibble(HC[C(X)], s, θ, b) outputs a set KC
8. let K ′C be a set of smaller size among KC and C(X) −KC
9. update C(X)← C(X)−K ′C
10. H ← H− {HC}
11. else output the set of clusters removed from C(X) in lines 2–10
Figure 7: Pseudocode for procedure XPrune which keeps track of low-conductance cuts of small
size. It has access to the list of graphs H as well as to C and C(X). It is assumed that each graph
H ′C is simple and that no edge deletion splits a cluster in C. Set X is implicitly updated when C(X)
is updated in lines 5 and 9.
Now, assume that δ ≥ 3κθ+. Then the expected degree of C in HC [C(X)] is at least 3κθ+p and
a Chernoff bound shows that w.h.p., its actual degree in HC[C(X)] is at least κθ+p. Hence, w.h.p.,
C is not removed in line 5 of the current iteration of the while-loop. A union bound over all choices
for C shows the second part of the lemma.
The following lemma easily implies the second property of XPrune in Section 7.1.
Lemma 25. Let S ⊆ V be the union of clusters output over all calls to a variant of XPrune which
does not require the upper bound bmax on b in line 7. Then w.h.p., |S| ≤ 64∆/γ ≤ hmaxκ.
Proof. First observe that w.h.p., G[Xinit ] is a γ-expander graph where Xinit is the initial set X.
Now, consider the start of an execution of line 9 and let K = ∪C∈K ′
C
C. By Corollary 4, w.h.p.,
ΦHC(K
′
C) = ΦHC(KC) ≤ θ and |K ′C | ≤ |C(X) − K ′C |. By Lemma 24, w.h.p., GC [C(X)] has min
degree at least κρ. With ρ′ = θ > ρ, it follows from the first part of Corollary 3 that w.h.p.,
ΦG[X](K) ≤ 4θ = γ/24 so by Invariant 1, the number of edges of G[X] crossing (K,X −K) is at
most (γ/24)min{VolG[X](K),VolG[X](X − K)} ≤ (γ/8)|K|. Since |K ′C | ≤ |C(X) − K ′C | and since
G has max degree 3, Invariant 1 implies that |K| ≤ 3κ|K ′C | ≤ 3κ|C(X) − K ′C | ≤ 3|X − K| so
4|K| ≤ 3|X| and hence |K| ≤ 34 |X| ≤ 34 |Xinit |.
Next, consider the start of an execution of line 5. By Lemma 24 and Invariant 1, w.h.p., the
number of edges of G[X] crossing (C,X − C) is less than 3|C|θ+ < 3|C|θ < (γ/8)|C|. We may
assume that |Xinit | > 64∆/γ = ω(κ) so that |C| ≤ 34 |Xinit |.
Now, let K′ be the family of all sets removed from X, either in an execution of line 5 or of line
9. Note that S = ∪K∈K′K. Let X denote Xinit and let X ′ = X − S. Note that K = K′ ∪ {X ′} is a
partition of Xinit . We consider two cases: |S| < 12 |X| and |S| ≥ 12 |X|.
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If |S| < 12 |X| then w.h.p., the initial number of edges of G[X] crossing (X ′,X−X ′) = (X ′, S) is
at least γ|S|. By the above, w.h.p. the number of edges of G[X] crossing (X ′,X−X ′) at termination
is at most (γ/8)|S|. Hence, w.h.p. at least 78γ|S| edges crossing this cut have been deleted over all
updates in which case ∆ ≥ 78γ|S|, as desired.
Next, assume that |S| ≥ 12 |X|. Order the sets of K′ by when they were removed from X.
There is a an integer k such that if K1 resp. K2 is the subset of the k resp. k + 1 first sets in
this ordering then X1 = ∪K∈K1K has size less than 12 |X| and X2 = ∪K∈K2 has size at least 12 |X|.
If |X1| ≥ 18 |X| then w.h.p., the total number of deleted edges crossing (X1,X − X1) is at least
7
8γ|X1| ≥ 764γ|X| ≥ 764γ|S|. If |X1| < 18 |X| then |X2| ≤ |X1| + 34 |X| < 78 |X| so w.h.p., the total
number of deleted edges crossing (X2,X−X2) is at least γ|X−X2|− γ8 |X2| > γ8 |X|− 764γ|X| ≥ γ64 |S|.
In both cases, w.h.p. ∆ ≥ γ64 |S|, showing the desired.
The second property of XPrune follows from this lemma since by the choice of bmax and by
Invariant 1, w.h.p. XPrune and the variant in Lemma 25 behave in exactly the same manner.
The next lemma shows that the first property of XPrune is maintained over all edge deletions,
assuming H never becomes empty.
Lemma 26. Suppose a call to XPrune has just returned where in each execution of line 2, H was
non-empty. Then w.h.p., for every C(X)-respecting cut (K,X −K), the number of edges of G[X]
crossing (K,X −K) is at least γ′min{|K|, |X −K|}.
Proof. We prove the lemma for the variant of XPrune in Lemma 25. This suffices as argued above.
Consider a moment where XPrune has just returned and letHC be the first graph inH. As argued
in the proof of Lemma 24, the edges of HC are sampled independently of the updates to X done so
far. By Corollary 4, for every cut (KC , C(X)−KC), ΦHC(KC) > 2θ+ = 6ρ. Lemma 24 implies that
w.h.p., GC [C(X)] has min degree at least ρκ. By the second part of Corollary 3, w.h.p. for every
cut (KC , C(X) −KC), ΦG[X](K) ≥ ρ3/35 = γ′ where K = ∪C∈KCC; hence, the number of edges of
G[X] crossing (K,X −K) is at least γ′min{VolG[X](K),VolG[X](X −K)} ≥ γ′min{|K|, |X −K|},
as desired.
The final lemma of this subsection shows that the requirement in Lemma 26 of H being non-
empty can be dropped. This shows the correctness of XPrune.
Lemma 27. W.h.p., H is non-empty in all executions of line 3 in calls to XPrune.
Proof. Since we assume that clusters never become disconnected it follows from Invariant 1 that
every time XPrune removes a graph from H, the size of X is reduced by at least κ. By Lemma 25,
w.h.p. this happens no more than hmax times which is the initial size of H.
9.4 Implementation
We now show how to implement the preprocessing and the update step of XPrune and analyze the
performance of this implementation.
9.4.1 Preprocessing
We first describe how to obtain the list H of graphs. We will use an adjacency list representation for
each graph in H and we use a linked list representation of H itself. Initially, all hmax = Θnǫ(∆/κ)
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graphs in H are empty, containing only vertices. To obtain the edges, the trivial way of scanning
through all the graphs in H and including each e of GC in each of them independently with
probability p will be too slow so we need to do something more clever.
For each edge e ∈ GC , we apply a procedure that we describe in the following.
We keep a list L of the graphs from H. This list will shrink during the course of the algorithm.
We represent the initial L as an array and keep an index to the start of L. We implicitly shrink L
by increasing this index, letting the new L be the suffix of the array starting from this index.
Let s be the current length of L. For k = 1, . . . , s, let Ek,s be the event that the kth graph in L
is the first to include e among all the graphs in L. Let Es+1,s be the event that e is not added to
any graph in L. Then pk,s = Pr(Ek,s) = (1− p)k−1p for k = 1, . . . , s and pk,s = Pr(Ek,s) = (1− p)s
for k = s + 1. We pick k randomly according to this probability distribution, add e to the kth
graph in L (assuming k ≤ s), update L to its suffix of length max{0, s − k}, and then repeat the
procedure on the new list L. The procedure stops when L is empty. Running this procedure is
equivalent to including e in each graph of H independently with probability p.
We need to describe how to pick k from this distribution. We first precompute pi1,i2,s =∑i2
i=i1
pi,s for all 1 ≤ i1 ≤ i2 ≤ s + 1 ≤ h + 1. We shall not do this explicitly. Instead, observing
that pi1,i2,s = pi1,i2,i2+1 when i2 ≤ s, we only compute pi1,i2,i2 and pi1,i2,i2+1 for all choices of i1 and
i2, using a simple bottom-up dynamic programming procedure. From these values, we can obtain
any pi1,i2,s in constant time.
Given these precomputed values and letting s be the current length of L, we find the next k with
the following recursive procedure which takes the pair (i1, i2) as input which is initially (1, s + 1).
If i1 < i2, let j = ⌈(i1+ i2)/2⌉. We recurse with the pair (i1, j− 1) with probability pi1,j−1,s/pi1,i2,s
and recurse with the pair (j, i2) otherwise, i.e., with probability pj,i2,s/pi1,i2,s. The recursion stops
once i1 = i2 in which case we pick k = i1. It is easy to see that this recursive procedure picks k
according to the distribution above. This completes the description of the implementation of the
procedure for forming H.
Each set Eb(s,HC) resp. Sb(e,HC) is stored as a linked list with a pointer from s resp. e to the
start of this list. This completes the description of the implementation of the preprocessing step.
The following lemma shows the performance of the procedure just described.
Lemma 28. With high probability, the initial graphs in H can be constructed in worst-case time
O˜(n+ phmaxn+ h
2
max) = O˜(n) +Onǫ(∆).
Proof. In the proof, we use the same notation as in the description of the implementation above.
For each edge e ∈ GC , we let s(e) be the number of graphs in H that e is included in at the end of
the preprocessing step.
Consider an edge e ∈ GC . We get E[
∑
e∈E(GC) s(e)] =
∑
e∈E(GC)E[s(e)] =
∑
e∈E(GC) phmax =
O(phmaxn). A Chernoff bound shows that w.h.p.,
∑
e∈E(GC) s(e) = O(phmaxn) = Onǫ(∆). Ex-
cluding the time to precompute pi1,i2,s, the lemma will thus follow if we can show that e can be
processed in O((s(e) + 1) log n) worst-case time.
The number of times we need to pick a k from the distribution is either s(e) or s(e) + 1. It is
easy to see that, given precomputed values pi1,i2,s, the recursive procedure runs in O(log n) time,
as desired. Values pi1,i2,s only need to be computed once, not for each edge e. The time to compute
these values is O(h2max) = O((∆/κ)
2) = Onǫ(∆
2/n) = Onǫ(∆).
The rest of the preprocessing is dominated by the time for calls to Nibble. With high probabil-
ity, the number of calls to Nibble with parameter b is O(hmax(n/κ)). By Corollary 4, each such call
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takes O˜(2b/θ5); hence w.h.p., the total time for calls to Nibble over all b is O˜(hmax(n/κ)2
bmax/θ5) =
Onǫ(∆
2n/κ3) = Onǫ(∆
2/
√
n).
We conclude that w.h.p., the total preprocessing time is O˜(n) + Onǫ(∆ + ∆
2/
√
n) = O˜(n) +
Onǫ(∆
2/
√
n) which is within the bound of Theorem 5.
9.4.2 Updates
We now describe how to implement XPrune. Note that in line 7, Nibble is applied to subgraphs
of graphs HC ∈ H induced by C(X). In our implementation, we shall maintain these subgraphs
explicitly by removing edges of HC incident to clusters removed from C(X). This way, HC [C(X)] is
a component of HC so when we run Nibble on HC with a start vertex in C(X), we do not need to
worry about edges not in HC[C(X)] being visited.
To implement line 1, we do as follows for each HC ∈ H. Assume that e ∈ HC as otherwise
nothing needs to be done. After deleting e from HC , for each b = 1, . . . , bmax, the only calls
Nibble(HC[C(X)], s, θ, b) that are affected by the deletion are those from vertices s ∈ Sb(e,HC).
For each such s, we run Nibble(HC[C(X)], s, θ, b); s is made b-active if a set is returned and b-passive
otherwise. Let E ′b(s,HC) be the set of edges visited by this call. For each e′ ∈ Eb(s,HC)−E ′b(s,HC),
we remove s from Sb(e′,HC) and for each e′ ∈ E ′b(s,HC)−Eb(s,HC), we add s to Sb(e′,HC). Finally,
we update Eb(s,HC) to E ′b(s,HC). This correctly updates all S- and E-sets.
To maintain lists L(HC) in line 1, we only need to check the low-degree condition of line 4
for the clusters containing u and v and for the clusters that have been merged or split during the
current update (the latter will only be relevant when we later allow clusters to change over time).
Next, we describe how lines 3 to 6 are implemented. For the condition in line 4, checking each
C ∈ C will be too slow. Instead, we make use of the L-lists. Consider any execution of line 4. If
L(HC) is empty, no C exists satisfying the condition. Otherwise, we obtain C by extracting the
first element of L(HC).
Handling the update in line 5 is done as follows. For each graph H ′C ∈ H−{HC}, we delete from
H ′C every edge incident to C. For each deleted edge e
′, we run Nibble from all vertices in Sb(e′,H ′C)
for all b and update the b-active/b-passive bits and the S- and E-sets as above. For each cluster
C ′ incident to C in H ′C, the removal of C may have caused C
′ to now have low degree. We update
the adjacency list of each such C ′ and add it to L(H ′C) if it has low degree. We maintain C(X)
implicitly by associating a bit with each cluster indicating whether it belongs to C(X). Clusters
removed from C(X) in lines 5 and 8 are stored in a linked list which is output in line 10.
To implement line 7, we check for each b if there are any b-active vertices in HC . If not, the
condition in line 7 cannot be satisfied and we execute line 10. Otherwise, we pick a b and a b-active
vertex s in HC and run Nibble(HC[C(X)], s, θ, b).
The update in line 9 is handled similarly to line 5 the only modification being that we process
every cluster C on the KC-side of the cut rather than just a single cluster.
Performance: The update time is dominated by the time spent in the while-loop. Consider a
single execution of lines 3 to 6. Since we maintain the L-lists, we can obtain a cluster C satisfying
the condition in line 4 in O(1) time, assuming such a C exists. If it does then since w.h.p., each
vertex of HC has degree at most dmax = Onǫ(1) and since C has degree less than κθ+p = Onǫ(1),
w.h.p., updating L-lists takes Onǫ(1) time per graph H ′C ∈ H−{HC} since we only need to update
adjacency lists for clusters adjacent to C. Since we delete from H ′C the edges incident to C, it
follows from Lemma 23 that for each b, w.h.p. only O˜(dmax2
b/θ5) = Onǫ(2
b) calls to Nibble in H ′C
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with parameter b need to be updated which by Corollary 4 takes a total of Onǫ(2
2b) time. Over all
b and H ′C , this is Onǫ(hmax2
2bmax) = Onǫ(∆
3/κ3) = Onǫ(∆
3/n3/2) time.
We have bounded the time for a single execution of lines 3 to 6. By Lemma 25, the number of
executions of these lines in an update is O(∆/(γκ)) = Onǫ(∆/
√
n) which sums up to a total time
for these executions of Onǫ(∆
4/n2).
It remains to bound the total time spent in lines 7 to 10 during an update. Consider a single
execution of these lines. For each H ′C ∈ H−{HC}, the number of edges deleted from H ′C is O(|K|p)
(w.h.p.) where K = ∪C∈K ′
C
C. These edges are incident in H ′C to at most O(|K|p) clusters so
updating the L-lists in H ′C takes O(|K|p2κ) = Onǫ(|K|/κ) = Onǫ(|K|/
√
n) time. For each HC ∈ H
and each b, we keep the set of b-active vertices of HC in a linked list so that we can identify
such a vertex in constant time if it exists. By Lemma 23, the number of calls to Nibble in H ′C
with parameter b that are updated is O˜((|K|p)(2b/θ5)) = Onǫ(|K|2b/
√
n) and by Corollary 4, the
total time for these calls is Onǫ(|K|22b/
√
n). Over all b and H ′C , this is Onǫ(|K|22bmaxhmax/
√
n) =
Onǫ(|K|∆3/n2). By Lemma 25, the total size of sets K over all executions of line 9 in an update
is O(∆/γ) = Onǫ(∆). Hence, total time for lines 7 to 10 in a single update is Onǫ(∆
4/n2).
It follows that w.h.p., we get an update time within the bound of Theorem 5.
9.5 From multigraphs to simple graphs
Above we made two simplifying assumptions, namely that each graph HC ∈ H is simple and that
no edge deletion disconnects a cluster in C. In this subsection, we focus on getting rid of the former
assumption.
Associate with each graph HC ∈ H a simple graph HC as follows. For each vertex C of
HC , if dC denotes its degree, then we have vertex set C = {v1(C), . . . , vdC (C)} in HC where
{v1(C), . . . , vdC (C)} is the subset of V of endpoints in C of edges of HC incident to C. For each
edge e = (C,D) of HC, if e is the ith edge incident to C and the jth edge incident to D in their
adjacency list orderings, we add to HC the edge (vi(C), vj(D)) and identify this edge with e. To
complete the construction of HC , we apply for each C ∈ V (HC) the algorithm of Lemma 12, giving
w.h.p. a 1-expander graph of C with O(|C|) = O(dC) edges and max degree O(log dC). Note that
V (HC) ⊆ X.
In the following, let X be X restricted to the union of V (C) over all C ∈ C(X).
Preprocessing: We now describe the modifications to XPrune. In the preprocessing step, we
form both graphs HC as well as the graphs HC . Instead of applying Nibble to all vertices of HC ,
we now apply it to all vertices of HC and the E- and S-sets are formed w.r.t. HC but only for
inter-cluster edges. This suffices since edges of 1-expander graphs are unchanged over all updates.
The range of b-values is changed since bmax is adjusted, as we describe later.
Updates: Now consider the update step where we no longer assume that graphs in H are simple.
Except for line 7 in XPrune, we use these graphs as before. In line 7, Nibble requires a simple
graph as input. We instead give as input to this procedure the graph HC [X ].
Suppose Nibble outputs a set K. Note that K may not be C(X)-respecting. To form KC
in line 7 of XPrune, we apply an algorithm which is essentially the same as the one in the third
part of Lemma 13. More precisely, let C1 be the collection of vertex sets C intersecting both
sides of (K,X − K) and |C − K| ≤ |C ∩ K| and let C2 be the collection of the remaining vertex
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sets C intersecting both sides of (K,X − K). We let KC be the set of clusters C such that
C ⊆ (K ∪ ∪C∈C1C)− (∪C∈C2C).
The E- and S-sets are maintained as before but for the graphs HC . This completes the descrip-
tion of the modifications needed in XPrune.
9.5.1 Correctness
We now show that the modified version of XPrune is correct for suitable new choices of the param-
eters of this section.
First we claim that for any HC ∈ H and any C(X)-respecting cut, the conductance of this cut
in HC and in HC differ by only a constant factor. To see this, observe that the number of edges
crossing the cut is the same in the two graphs. Since the expander graphss inserted when forming
HC are sparse and since there are Θ(|C|) edges of HC incident to each cluster C, the volume of
each side of the cut differs by only a constant factor in the two graphs. Hence, the conductance of
the cut differs by only a constant factor in the two graphs.
It follows from what we have just shown that if every cut (K,X−K) has conductance at least θ
in a graph HC [X] then in particular every C(X)-respecting cut in HC [C(X)] has conductance Ω(θ).
Next, we claim that if a cut (K,X −K) has conductance at most θ in a graph HC [X ] then KC ,
obtained as described above, has conductance O(θ) in HC[C(X)]. To see this, note that each vertex
of HC has only a constant number of incident inter-cluster edges. The proof now follows using the
same arguments as in the proof of the third part of Lemma 13. These arguments also show that
the number of vertices of X in KC and in K differ by only a constant factor.
We now go through the lemmas in Section 9.3 that need to be adjusted to the new version of
XPrune. Previously, we set θ = γ/96. By the above observations, Lemma 25 remains correct if we
make θ smaller by a sufficiently big constant factor.
To ensure that Lemma 26 remains correct, first note that w.h.p., dmax in Corollary 4 is now
O˜(1). We will determine the new value of bmax. By Lemma 25, Nibble only needs to identify
sets K ⊆ X such that |KC | = O(∆/(γκ)). Since w.h.p. graphs in H have max degree O(κp), we
get w.h.p. that |K| is upper bounded by O(κp|KC |) = O(p∆/γ) = O˜(∆/(γκθ2+)). Defining bmax
as before to be the largest integer b such that the size lower bound in Corollary 4 is at most this
upper bound, we get bmax = lg(Θ˜(∆/(γκθ
2
+))) = lg(Θnǫ(∆/κ)). Recall that we previously chose
γ′ = θ3+/38. It follows from the above that Lemma 26 remains correct if we make γ′ smaller by a
sufficiently large constant factor.
It is easy to see that the remaining lemmas in Section 9.3 remain correct for the modified version
of XPrune.
9.5.2 Performance
It remains to show the performance of the modified version of XPrune.
Preprocessing: By Lemma 12, forming graphs HC does not increase the asymptotic preprocess-
ing time. The remaining time spent is dominated by the calls to Nibble. Since w.h.p. the number
of vertices of each graph HC is a factor of Θ(κp) = Θnǫ(1) larger than the number of vertices in
HC , the number of calls to Nibble increases by this factor as well. Since 2bmax is a factor of Onǫ(1)
larger than before and since dmax in Corollary 4 is a factor of Onǫ(1) smaller, each call to Nibble
takes the same time as before up to a constant number of nǫ-factors. Hence, the overall time for
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this part of the preprocessing increases by a factor of Onǫ(1). We conclude that the preprocessing
time bound in the previous subsection still holds.
Updates: As observed above, each call to Nibble takes the same amount of time as before up to
log-factors. By Lemma 23 and the above, the number of calls to Nibble per edge deletion increases
by a factor of Θ˜(1/θ2+) = Onǫ(1). Since we only delete inter-cluster edges, our previous bound
on the number of edges deleted per update remains valid. Hence, the update time bound in the
previous subsection still holds.
9.6 Handling cluster splits and merges
We now remove the remaining simplifying assumption and allow clusters to become disconnected.
Clusters can now both split and merge as described in Section 7.2.1. The preprocessing step remains
the same so we only focus on updates.
Recall that only O(1) clusters become split or merged per update. Assume for now that at all
times, each cluster has size between κ and 3κ. We modify line 1 of XPrune(e) so that it does the
following for each HC ∈ H when a cluster is split by the deletion of e. For each cluster C destroyed
by the updates to C, we delete C and temporarily delete its incident inter-cluster edges from HC . In
HC , we delete C and its 1-expander graph and temporarily delete its incident inter-cluster edges.
For every new cluster C, we add C to HC along with its incident inter-cluster edges that were
temporarily deleted. In HC , we add C and its incident inter-cluster edges together with a new
1-expander graph of C.
Next, for every inter-cluster edge e′ of HC that was temporarily deleted and for each b, we
run Nibble from every vertex in S(s,HC) and S- and E-sets are updated accordingly as described
earlier.
Correctness: In the previous subsection, it sufficed to define the S- and E-sets only w.r.t. inter-
cluster edges since clusters remained fixed over all updates. We claim that this still suffices in this
subsection. To see this, note that a call to Nibble visits an edge e′ of a 1-expander graph iff it visits
an inter-cluster edge incident to this edge. Hence, if e′ is deleted or if e′ is a new edge, there is an
inter-cluster edge incident to e′ which is temporarily deleted in the above procedure. Therefore,
Nibble is rerun from every starting vertex that is affected by the deletion or insertion of e′. It
follows that S- and E-sets are correctly maintained.
Since updates to clusters happen independently of the random bits used to form the graphs HC
and HC , it follows that XPrune remains correct.
So far, we have assumed that at all times, clusters have size between κ and 3κ. Our correctness
and performance analysis in this section rely crucially on this property. By Invariant 1, it may
happen that a cluster C has size less than κ. We modify XPrune(e) so that for each such C formed
in line 1, we remove it from C(X) and add it as part of the set of clusters output in line 10. By
Invariant 1, C is disconnected from the rest of G[X] so the cut (C,X − C) is independent of any
random bits used to form the graphs in H; hence, unlike in lines 5 and 6, we do not need to remove
the current graph from H so Lemma 27 still holds. Also note that no L-list and no S- or E-set
need to be updated when C is removed in line 1.
The modification to line 1 ensures that in lines 2 to 9, every cluster has size between κ and 3κ
as desired and correctness of XPrune follows.
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Performance: Since the above modification to XPrune makes no changes to the preprocessing
step, it suffices to bound the update time.
The only change to XPrune(e) is in line 1. Since only O(1) clusters are changed, updating the
L-lists accordingly does not take asymptotically more time than before. The upper bound on the
time spent by Nibble to maintain the S- and E-sets in the while-loop clearly is also an upper bound
on the time spent by Nibble in line 1, again since only O(1) clusters are affected. By Lemma 12,
it takes O(κ) time to compute 1-expander graphs for the new clusters which is also within our
previous update time bound.
We conclude that the new update time is asymptotically the same as in the previous subsection.
10 Concluding Remarks
We have given a Las Vegas data structure for fully-dynamic MSF which w.h.p. handles an update
in O(n1/2−c) worst-case time for some constant c > 0 where n is the number of vertices of the
graph. This is the first improvement over the O(
√
n) worst-case bound of Eppstein et al. [3].
Previously, such an improvement was not even known for the problem of maintaining a spanning
forest of an unweighted fully-dynamic graph. We also obtain the first Las Vegas data structure for
fully-dynamic connectivity with worst-case update time polynomially better than O(
√
n); this data
structure has O(1) worst-case query time.
By breaking this important barrier for fully-dynamic MSF, our hope is that further progress
can be made for this problem as well as for fully-dynamic connectivity. We also hope that our
techniques are applicable to other dynamic graph problems. Dynamic global minimum cut may be
one such problem, especially given that the recent deterministic near-linear time algorithm for the
static version of the problem [14] exploits properties related to low-conductance cuts.
We leave two open problems for dynamic MSF, namely can polylogarithmic update time be
achieved w.h.p., thereby matching the best known amortized update time bounds, and can the
worst-case update time of the type in this paper be matched deterministically?
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